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IlfROPPCTIOWt L m . TIMB AM) W0HK8 OF JAISI 
The mystic poet, Malik Mohammad Jaisi is one of the 
most illastrioas personalities in the history of medieval 
k 
Indian mysticism, Thereis a madi controversy regarding his 
date of birth and death. According to Pt« Ram Chandra Shukla, 
2 3' 
Sayyed Kalbey Mastafa and Dr. JtO. Dev, he was bom in H93 A.D. 
4 5 
Dr. Kamal Ealshrestha and Dr. Timal Eumar Jain place him to 
be bom in 1501 A.D. These views of the sehdlars about his 
birth are based on Jaisi*s own writings, e.g. Akharawat, 
ATrhlri Ealam etc. For the present study we do not want to. ^ o 
into the subtle detail about it, Jaisi*s period is asoertalned 
the first half of the sixteenth century A.D. 
So far as the question of his place of birth is 
concerned, it further becomes a controversial point among the 
scholars of Jaisi. Xzoluslvely It is not obvious that Jaisi 
was bom in the village Jayas, but it is (^ uite clear, from 
the original source of information that he spent most of his 
days of life in the town of Jayas, situated in Bai Bareilly 
district of Uttar Pradesh. Jaisi himself narrates in Padmavat. 
**Jayas is my dwelling place where I lived for long time.* 
His original naaie was Huhaomad preceded by the word 
Malik, derived from either Arabic or Persian. Its literary 
meaning is master, king, or chief etc., which denotes to his 
origin from the Arabian or Persian parentage, who came to 
India at the time of Muslims advent in India. His father's 
name was Malik Shaekh Mumrej, who was popularly known as 
Malik Baza Ashraf. His mother was the daughter of Shaikh 
Al<-Hadad of Manikpur but her name is not known. 
In his early life, Jaisi was sevef^ly attacked by the 
fatal disease of onall pox, in which he lost one of his eyes 
and an ear. His parents had no hope for the survival of their 
son. Jaisi*8 mother visited the tomb of a great sufi fa^lr 
Shah Madar to make a vow for the offerings of Grod, and the 
life of the child Jaisi was saved. He lost his parents in his 
early life so he adopted the company of saints and faqirs, 
for few years enjoyed the patronage of his maternal grand 
father. And it was after the death of his maternal grand 
father that he took the company of saints and 'faqirs*, and 
was considerably influenced by their virteuous life. These 
circumstances forced Jaisi to turn into an introvert. As a 
result he despised the worldly affairs. Being a young man of 
versatile genious, he adopted a spiritual way of life which, 
according to him, was the prime object of one's existence. 
He was initiated by a sufi Shaikh, Mubaraque Shah Bodley, but 
his initiation hy him is disputed among scholars because he 
was also grateful to Shailch Muinuddin as his Pir. 
Though Jaisi was a sufi but not a ascetic in the 
traditional sense of esoapisig from the harsher realities of 
life« He performed dcmestie duties like many other sufis. His 
marital status remains yet to be known* There are two views 
regarding it; by first yiew» Jaisi was a farmer having six 
sons all of whom died when a wall collapsed owing to the curse 
of his Pir* The other view denied even his marriage though 
his descendents are still living in the village of Jayas. 
When he was living in the village Jayas, as a farmer, an 
interesting episode happened there. Being a sufi he rarely 
took his meal alone, in those days, he used to offer meals to 
f^osoever was present in his company. Though he was a sufi 
yet he did mxnft manual labour by cultivating fields and 
usually he took his day-time meal there during the working 
hours. One day, when he was about to take his lunoh, a stranger 
suffering from laprosy reached there. Jaisi offered meal to 
him and allowed him to take it with him. When both of them 
finished their meal in a single plate, a little drop of 
laprosed blood fell on the bread. Jcdsi ate up the bread 
himself without any hasitation. A.B soon as he took this piece 
of bread, it affected the pscychical nature of Jaisi. The 
person 1^0 shared meal with him disappeared shortly after. 
Ihie incident left a pezmanent effect on hie life which further 
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strengthened his beliefs leading a spiztual way of life, 
Jaisi had four faithful and reliable friends in his 
Tillage Jayas, namely Malik Yousof, Salar Quadim, Salauney 
Mian and Bareh Shaikh who were skilled and expert in manifold 
arts and knowledge of things e.g. the art of fighting, the art 
of singing and showing miracles etc* 
Jaisi was initiated in the Chishti Sufi order 
(silsilah)y the main spiritual line of Shaikh Mzamuddin 
Auliya which was developed and flourished statewlse after the 
death of Sasiruddin Chirague-l-]>elhl. Scholars one of different 
opinions regarding the name of Jaisi* s Plr. According to 
8 
&rlerson, Jaisi was initiated by Shaikh Hohidl on the basis 
of Jaisi* s Akharawat and Padamavat which is linked with the 
main line of Shaikh Kisamuddin, Hanlkpur-Kalpl line, but 
9 
Pt, Bam Chandra Shukla does not agree with this view and he 
puts forward arguments against it* Be put his rlew quoting 
Jaisi*s Akharawat in which he dlscribed his relation with 
Hohluddln as his Plr or Sayyed Ashraf of Jayas Tillage. Ihe 
ambicLUity of language leaves us to detexmine his plr-Murid 
relations, perhaps he has good relations with two or three 
pirs. In Akhlrl Kalam. he himself payed homage to Sayyed Ashraf 
Jahanglr as his Plr. Apparently, he seems to be obliged to 
all these three *pirs* and benefited by these great spiritual 
10 
personalities. In Akhiri Kalam, Jaisi emphasises much the 
name of his 'pir* and praises to Muinuddin by saying that he 
was a sailor of my boat of life in the ocean of the birth 
and death in this world, 
The date of his death again is difficult to determine. 
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Saiyyid Qu25ir Naseem puts it at 154-2 A.D, Mohd, Gulam Sarwar 
lahori does not affirme of the view and put forwards his own 
12 
view about the death of Jaisi 1639 A.D. According to the 
13 U 
third opinion, Sayyid Kalbey Mustafa and Ram Chandra Shukla 
assertation it to be in the year 1659 A.D, Jaisi died in the 
forest north of Amethi. They unanimously quoted the happening 
regarding Jaisi*s death in the following way» 
In the last days of his life Jaisi was living in 
the Jungle as a harrait, in a hut built by the Prince of 
Amethi, The King very often used to go to meet Jaisi 
with his Bahelia (hunter). Jaisi showed a keen affection 
and hospitality to him. When he was asked the cause of 
courtsey, in reply Jaisi retorted that the hunter was his 
killer. Therefore, the hunter was strictly forbidden to have 
any kind of deadly weapons for ever. But one day when he was 
intending to go to his village from the royal fort in the 
night, he had taken a gun from the Kotwal for his own safety as 
he had to pass through a forest, When he was passing through 
the forest he heard a horrible roar of a lion. He at once 
6 
shouted at the sight and proceeded further after the lion 
stopped roaring. At the same time, in the night Baja dreamt 
a dream in whieh he said that his *Guru* was killed by the 
hunter while he still slept• On awakening in the night, he 
went to the Jungle on the spot where Jaisi was laying dead, 
15 
with the sign of shooting, fhe King was influenced with the 
words of Jaisi which he jiad expressed to him long before in 
a prpphetic manner. He built at the sam6 spot in the memory 
of Jaisi and appointed a priest to read the Quran at the 
16 
Shrine. Ft. Bam Chandra Shukla narrates very beautifully in 
17 
Jaisi Sranthawali in the following wcgrt 
"The shrine of Jaisi is built in the jungle of Mangra 
(lam Hagar) near Amethi 1/8 mile from the town in the Vorth, 
in the Sultanpur district of Uttar Pradesh, the boundary of 
the shrine is still there as remainin^gs. The practice of 
reading Quran by a priest appointed by fiaja, was continued 
18 
upto 1915 A.D." 
Jaisi had a good relation with the King, Ram Singh 
of Amethi and Sher Shah Suri, the Sultan of Belhi. When he 
visited in the Court of Sher Shah Suri for the first time, 
Sher Shah laughed at seeing one eye face of Jaisi. He at once 
asked the Sultan whether he was laughing at seeing the face 
or on the designer (&od) who made it likethis. Hearing such a 
prudent qLuery from Jaisi, the Sultan was ashamed and begged 
his parden. 
Jaisi was not a ogly by birth but he possessed a 
handsome personality, a good physique and a fair complexion* 
He himself writes, "1^ face was lilce the vision of a full 
moon*** He lost the beauty of his face due to the disease of 
smallpox in his early age* He had a long beard without shave* 
His dresses much resemble the ones worn by the *8ufis** He 
composed poetry in Oudhi dialect of Hindi language to propagate 
* sufism* among the Indian siasses through the media of popular 
legendary figures of Indian culture* 
He was not a systematic philosopher but a mystic poet. 
His language is not always clear* There are, therefore, some 
difficulties in analysing his thought but the main lines are 
oleax. The central theme is the love of Qod which he could 
realised well with in his life* Apart from being a poet he 
was a good aesthetician* Although he was not a thorough literate 
person yet whatever he learnt he learn throu^ experience and 
in the society of good and divine personalities* A long list 
of his writings are available, at many places that constitute 
an original source* He was the author of approximately twenty-
five books but all these are not available* There are only six 
published books written by him, that are enough to assign his 
place among Indian mystics and philosophers* In addition, there 
is a plethora of books available on Jaisi* 
8 
worn Qg JAISI J 
Jaisi is regarded as the author of about twenty four 
books in Hindi language, bat only six or seven of these are 
available in published form e.g. Padaaavat. Akharawat. Akhiri 
Kalam. Ohitra-Rekha. Kahara Sana. Masala Haaah and lanhairat. 
A short account of his books is being given to illustrate the 
point that he was a mystic and philosopher though he was not 
a thorough going philosopher but a sufi. 
1 • Padaaavat :> It is a master^piece treatise written by 
Jaisi in a poettio form containing BohsuB (couplets) and 
*chaupais*. She setting of Padaaavat is based on *bordic* 
songs of Bajasthan. She work begins with an invocation in 
traditional sufi style to God, Kuhaomad and his coapanions, 
then it mentions Sher Shah Suri as the ruling king, introduces 
the author's pirs and then states that the poet oommenced the 
work, fhe story, summed up by Jaisi himself, is as follows s 
Queen Padaaavati eaae froa Siahal Bvipa (Sri Lanka). 
She was taken froa there by Eatanp>Sena to his Chitoregarh 7ort. 
At that tiae, Ala^ud-din (Ehiliji) was the Sultan of Delhi. 
Baghva-ehaitan (an exiled Brahmin froa Chitoregarh) told the 
Sultan of Padaaini*s beauty, fhe Sultan proceeded to capture 
Chitoregarh and this lead to a war between the Hindus and the 
furks. 
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The story la divided into two parts. The first deals 
with Singhal Dvipa, the birth of Padamavati and her love for 
her parrot Hiramani and the birth of Ratan-Sena at Chit tore-
garh. The Brahmin accompanied by a merchant from Chittoregarh 
goes to Singhal Dvipa where he buys the parrot who had been 
talcen from Padamavati. The Brahmin returns to Chitoregarh 
where Eatan-Sena who had succeeded his father. Ratan-Sena 
buys this parrot. One day, in Ratan Sezia*s absence, the 
parrot arouses the jealousy of his ^ueen Hagmati by praising 
Padamavati*8 beauty. The queen orders her maid-servant to 
kill the parrot but the latter decided to spare the bird's 
life by concealing it. The queen reports to her husband that 
the parrot has been killed by a cat, but the fury of the 
King prompts the maid-servant to restore the parrot, igain, 
the parrot relates the loveliness of his former mistress 
and the King, not being able to live without Padamavati, 
relinc^uishes his throne to become a *yogi* • Taking the parrot 
with him, after a long and hazardous journey he reaches 
Singhal Dvipa. The parrot visits Padamavati and through the 
power of the King's austivities she falls in love with him. 
Although Hine Haths and eighty-four Siddhas also assist 
Ratan-Sena in his pursuit, in reality it is the parrot's 
ettoTte which enable him to marry Padamavati. 
The second part ofthe work deals with Ratan Sena's 
return to Chittore with Padamavati. There, he banishes 
10 
Baghav-Chaitan who imaediately goes to Sultan Alauddln Khilji 
and arouses his interest in the beautious ?adamaTati, He 
invades Chittore, siezes Ratao-Sexia and has him imprisoxied 
in Delhi* Fadamayati appeals to Cora and Badal, the two 
Kshatriyas, to help release RatanF-Sena* Accompanied by an aroiy, 
the two invade Delhi and liberate Ratan^Sena. &ora is killed 
but Badal returns to CShittore with Ratan-Sena. Shortly after-
wards, Batan-Sena is killed in a battle against a Bajput chief. 
The two widows, Padamavati and Hagamati, immolate themselves 
on their husbazid*s pyre. 
The present account of this story shows the infleuenoe 
of Hath cult on Jaial. "It was not only that RatancSena became 
a Yogi in Padamavat which prompted Jaisi to describe Hath 
beliefs and practices but his own deep interest in Hatha* The 
author describes a number of situations in a way which can 
only be meaningfully Interpreted in the light of the traditions 
and customs of Hatha and Sufis. One such example is the compa^ 
risen of Singhal Dvipa with Sumera, the mystical peak around 
19 
which all the heavenly bodies revolve•** 
Jaisi goes on to say:- "The sun and moon (cannot go 
over Singhal Dvipa fort but) make a circuit around it or else 
the steeds and their chariot's would be broken into dust* The 
nine gates are fortified with adamat, and a athousand and 
11 
thousand foot soldiers sit at each. Five captains of the guard 
go round their watch and the gateway trample at the tranpling 
of their f^et. At each gateway of the fort is a molten image 
of a lion, filling the hearts of Kings with fear. With great 
ingenuity were these lions cast, in attitude as if roaring 
and about to leap upon tl^ head. With lolling tongue they lash 
their trails Elephants are filled with terror at them, least 
they should fall up on them with a roar. A stair case fashioned 
of gold and lapis lazuli leadth up on into the castle, which 
20 
shineth above, up to the very sky." 
According to Hath esoteric practices, the human body 
is a fort in its own right. There are sun (shakrfci) and the 
moon (shiva) that exist separately, but finally their union 
leads to a state of bliss. The nine 'chalcras* are impregnable 
because of thousands and thousands of evils which surround 
them. Five calamities, acting as guards, prevent the yogis 
from obtaining control over the chakras. Yogic exercises are 
exclusively difficult and call for great oantion. Saoh chakra 
is controlled by a goddess who is gueurded by a lion, who 
refuses to allow the yogis to penetrate the chakras. Slephants 
representing ignorance are fightened bythe lions. The golden 
staircase is Susumana -Hads (Herve). The whole substance is 
the three-fold gunas, saths. Rajas and Tamas which respectively 
SE produce virtue, passion and dullness, and whose form is the 
moon, sun and fire. 
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Togie obstacles and stages correspond with these along 
the sufi path, fhey are numbered differently; the four stages 
of the sufi journey are Nasut, MalaJcut, Jabrut and Lahut. 
According tothe Sufi of Ibn Arabi*8 School, nasut (human nature) 
is like a veaael which oontaina the lahut (Divime nature). 
In Padaaavat. Jaisi gives an intereating list of 
objects needed to complete the outer appearance of the yogi, 
but through the parrot (who is the personification of a pir 
or director), Jaisi warns Ratan^Sena ofthe difficultiea of the 
life of a real yogi. The parrot (in the form of a auru) aayss 
"But what is the use of telling the tale of yogi, 'Gee* 
(clearified butter) is not produced without churning curds. So 
long as a man does not lose himself, he will not be able to 
attain what he seeks. God has made the mountain of lore diffi-
cult of access: Only he can ascend it who climbs with his 
head. On that path, the sharp point of a stake ariaes; a thief 
will be impaled thereon Or a Manaur (Hallaj). You are a king; 
why ahould you cloth yourself in rags? You have the ten ways at 
home (that is, in your body). Lust, anger, greed, pride, and 
delusion, these five theives never leave your body. They are 
looking out for the nine entrances, and will rob your house by 
21 
night or by day". 
Jaiai aaya that Yogi becornea a Siddha (divine) only after 
meeting Grorakh a counterpart of the Mohdi. Both Gorakh and 
13 
Siddhas exhibit the distinotiye features of the Mohdi. "The 
Siddha is one on whose limbs flies do not settle; the Siddha 
is not attended by a shadow; the Siddha is one who feels 
neither hunger nor confusion of thought. Be, i^ome the Lord 
has made a Siddha in this world, non can recognise him whether 
he be revealed or disguised." 
Malik Hohd. Jaisi was also ^ own as Huhaq.aiai-^ '-Hind 
(Researcher of Indian truth), bom in H95 began to write good 
poetry at the age of thirty* Padaaarati begun in 1520-21 was 
a preliminary liter%ry exercise by its author, who finally 
took it up seriously in the reign of Sher Shah Suri ooi^leting 
it in 1540. Jaisi wrote Akhiri talam in Babur*8 reign and 
another work Jdktaw Akharavat apparently not before PadaaaT«t. 
His other works in Hindi are Kanhavat. Kahra- Sama. MaaalSf 
Hama and Chitra-Rekha. 
In Akhrarat. a number of * sorathas* have the similitude 
with the famous sufi doctrine of *Tauhid* (unity of God). The 
example of such a *soratha* can be given from Akhravat in the 
/following way t 
Soratha, "Setin Kesa NaT Hien Fur, Kaya bhari. Muhammad Raha 
23 
na Thanv, duser Kahan Samaiab." 
Explanation - The name Allah (God most high) indicates one of 
His holy names. God combines within Himself all aspects of 
14 
negation and affirmation. His name is one of the beautiful 
names (of Allah), It has rendered the heart accomplished and 
the physical being is filled with the Name, The poet Muhammad 
says that in his physical being there is no place where the 
name of Khuda-wand-Tsr-la has not penetrated. There is no place 
for any thing else in his heart. Not only heart and body are 
filled with the name of Godj there is no place in the world 
which is not filled with His name. Any thing other than Sod 
cannot be concerned with any thing in the world, not even in 
human body." 
The opening lines of Jaisi*s Akharawat begin with the 
creation of universe at the point of time, created by God, In 
this, God first created the light of Prpphet Muhammad and for 
the love of the prophet God created the world. First he (God) 
created four angels and Adam, The origin and evolution of the 
creation in Jaisi's Akharawat is based on the Islamic scrip-
ture, and the tradition of sufi convention. It also deals 
with the account of Iblis, Adam and Sve, It is a treatise 
of spiritucLl ideas, containing illusion and appesorance 
of the world, and the manifestation and vastness and compre-
hensiveness of God in a monotheistic spirit. Love of God 
leads to the observance of the rules of His shariah, its 
different forms of worship (ibadat), and widens the range of 
love in Akharawat. Jaisl used the terminology of Siddhas and 
•yogis* in this treatise time and again in Anhad Nad, Idah, 
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Pingalah, Susomana, Bank Hall, Sunya» Kundalini, Kaoala cliakra, 
KaXL Pauri, and I>a8an Dvar etc* Apart from other ethical yalues, 
Jaisi emphasised much on love of God in this book; which is 
composed with the combination of Islamic beliefs and Hindu 
philosophy in the form of Sohas, chopais and the Sorathas of 
Oudhi colle<iuial dialect of Hindi language taking the series 
of alphabetical letters of Hindi language from Ea to Ha. The 
work is being written based on alphabetical system called 
Akharawat (meaning a tree of letters) whidi means the root 
of the knowledge. No doubt, it is a beautiful treatise cm 
spiritual ideas. 
Akhiri Kalaa t- Traditionally, it is also written 
and begins with sufi traditions, the account of Shah-i waq.t 
Babir. Babur's reign is regarded for writing Akhiri Kalam 
which opens with the praise of Al-mighty God; time of Jaisi*s 
birth, incident of earth CLuake with solar eclips. There is a 
vivid account of the time of destruction (Eayamat). All the 
details in Akhiri Kalaa are based on Islamic Scripture. 
Ohitra^Rekfaa »- It seems to be written in last days 
of poet*8 life. Like other works, it also contains the details 
of importance of creation. After having created the Universe, 
the creator (God) ordains a law to maintain all the bodies 
in haveans in a rule of law; God Himself supersickel on entire 
16 
Universe and taking all the things in his hands as if it_^ 
the jsaEEj5ts> Jaisi plotted a beautiful story in this work in 
a romantic way* The momentaxiness of the world is the main 
thing here in this treatise* He briefly deals with the way of 
devotion in this love in a lucid style* 
Kahara^Hama t- It is also a love story containing 
thirty beautiful poems - full of Nirguna Prem (love of God). 
Here Jaisi competred the world with an ocean in which God 
(Sailor) sails the boat of faith through which Seekers reach 
the destination (end of human life). This ocean cazmot be 
crossed only by svimming but with the boat of faithand sailor 
(God)* Only those people are able to cross this Ocean vdio take 
the shelter of God on the boat of faith of love and devotion* 
The grace of God (Sailor) canbe attained only by 
those who completely surrender themselves to God and relinq-
uish all the worldy obstacles* The purpose of writing the 
work is only to achieve the end (the Union of soul with God 
with an analogy of the marriage of Mahara and Maohari (Man^  
and woman) in the month of Faguna* This book contedns the ideas 
of the Union of soul with God like the pattern of Kabir's 
Hlrguna Upasana* 
MasalafHama t- In this work, the love of God is 
described by Jaisi through phrases, proverbs and sayings* 
Every stanza, in this book, is full of proverbs and popular 
17 
searings of Indian masses* Through these deviees, Jaisi expresses 
the experiences of l i f e and the world, the moral values, attache 
12. 
ment to God, right^us and virtuous life, right actions and 
good conduct. The cardinal virtues are being suggested to lead 
25 
a spiritual life to attain the goal of life in this work. 
The outline of the present workx 
Much has been written on Jaisi from the point of view 
of literature but so far as his thought is concerned, no signi-
ficant work is available so far. Therefore the present study 
on Jaisi*s ethics with special reference to his 'Akharawat* 
has a great significance. It is but evident that Jaisi is not 
a systematic writer and thinker. Akharawat. as it is shown in 
previous pages is his poetic work full of metaphors and simi-
lies. An effort is made in present study to present the moral 
thought of Jaisi based on this work. 
The first chapter is 'Introduction* in which life time 
and works of Jaisi are discussed. 
The second chapter is *0n inter-action of Hindu Muslim 
Thought*. An analysis of the social. Cultural and Religious 
condition is made in this chapter. 
The metaphysical background of Jaisi*s Sthics in the 
contents of the third chapter and the Sthical Philosophy of 
Jaisi is the fourth chapter. 
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CHAPTER . II 
IIHEBR ACJIOJ Of HIBDP MUSLIM THOUGHI 
A-Social Oonditiont 
In domestic life, the family tradition in India has 
been a primary factor in carrying on the work of organized 
social life almost since the dawn of history* In course of 
time, it has been developed into yjh&t is commonly known as the 
Joint-family. She development of the Joint family follows 
naturally from the conditions of life and production in the 
Indian village. The Muslims brought with them their different 
laws of inheritance and divorce and an entirely different 
conception of family life. In one respect Hindu and Muslim 
societies both agree in giving a distinct preference to a male 
over female. Another common features of both social systems 
is reoiprosity; for the parents in their turn are very solici-
tous and unduly affectionate. On the whole, the Indian family 
tradition develops the feeling of mutual dependence and joint 
relationship to a large extent. 
In regaird to the position of women, the functions and 
the positions of woman were distinctly subordinate and/the long 
run came to be understood as the service of the male and depen^ 
dence on him at every stage of life. As a daughter, a woman 
lives under the wardship of her father, as a wife, under the 
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control of her husband, and as a widow, under the care of her 
eldest son. In nutshell, her life was a state of perpetual 
wardship azid the social laws and customs stamped her with a 
sort of mental dificiency. Thus, from her birth to her death, 
the position of a woman was most unpleasant. In other respects 
the Indian women was strictly confined to home. All her dreams 
were concentrated on proving a devoted wife to her husband and 
to try to please him. 
The Muslim tradition with regard to woman varied from 
country to country. In India, the Muslims followed the older 
traditions of thelancient Persians, which put the woman in an 
inferior position though it is foreign to Islam. People began 
to put a very exaggerated value on the chastity of woman exact-
ly in the same measure as they encouraged its absence among 
men. On the whole, the women suffered from lack of association 
with men. There was a strict Pardah system prevailed in India 
during the medieval age. A number of contreury theories have 
been advanced as to the origin of Pcucdah. It is held by some 
that Muslims are responsible for the growth of this custom, and 
that before Islam, the women of India went about freely. Many 
factors have made possible the development of the present form 
of the Pardah. The most important being the status of woman in 
Hindu society, her functions and the ideas on sexual morality. 
We have numerous historical records of the Pardah during this 
period. The custom of 'ghoonghat* among the Hindus and the 
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lower classes of Masllms is described by H.H. Jaisi, Tidhyapati 
(1) 
and others who wrote aboat the life of conmon people. 
The most conspicaoas events of domestic life, particu-
larly in a rural community, were naturally the various stages 
of growth in the life of a person, namely birth, adolescence, 
puberty, and death together with the various customs sorroun-
dered around them. 
fhere was no fixed limit for the age of marriage. Both 
Hindus and Huslims favoured an early age for the mep:riage of 
both boys and girls. Marriage was more a family question than 
a personal concern of the marrying couple. It is difficult to 
give a comprehensive description of meurriage ceremonies, 
considering that so many weighty considerations made in the 
most conspicuous events of domestic life. 
Death is a common phenomenon in evei^ society. A person* s 
death was the turning point of his life when, although, he did 
not cease to exist, he passed from one life to another. The 
occasion of death was generally used foz^he demonstration of 
grief by mouring friends and relations. 
'Sati*, the act of burning a Hindu wife under certain 
conditions after the death of her husband, was called * satti*• 
The woman iflio burnt herself was called a sati. On the whole, 
the custom was confined to the upper classes of Hindu society 
and was especially favoured by the martial tribes of Rajputs. 
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The woman of the lower classes did not even follow the burial 
of their husbands to the cremation ground. The account of a 
wife burning herself with the corpse of her husband is some 
what prosaic and may be imagined with the Rajput warrior, 
* Sat tee* or even the slaughter of women and children was a 
point of honour. He only resorted these acts of desperation 
when he was facing a certain defeat and there was every likeli-
hood of his family falling into the hands of not a very kind 
(2) 
enemy* 
The account of funeral and rites would be incomplete 
without a reference to the custom of 'Jauhar' which can be 
better explained than defined. The custom of *Jauhar* was more 
or less confined to the Rajputs, though other cases are not 
wanting. When a Rajput chief and his warriors were reduced to 
despair in an engagement, they usually killed women and 
children or locked them inside and underground enclosure and 
set fire to the building. Then, sword in hand, they sailed 
forth to a course of heroic death. There are many well known 
examples of Jauhar during the medieval age. The example of , 
Hamir Deya, the chauhan warrior of Ranthambore, is well known. 
The disparity between the incomes of various social 
classes and almost differences which existed between the higher 
and lower classes} by illustrating the domestic comforts of 
the masses, most of whom inhabited in the villages. The village 
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was composed of cottages adjoining one another, for the various 
classes, those of untouchables and low classes living the out-
skirts. 
In the matter of dress, there was no uniformity among 
the various social and religious groups in India. There was 
certain uniformity among the peasants and lower classes which 
mainly consisted in reducing their clothing to minimum. Special 
classes of people had their own distinctive dresses. The vazrie-
ty of dresses is nowhere so striking as among the religious 
classes of the Muslims* The ordinary orthodox Uuslim was only 
anxious to wear clothes of material like linen and to avoid 
silks, velvets, brocade and coloured garments in accordcuice 
with the spirit of the *shariat'. An orthodox Kuslim was very 
particular in wearing socks and shoes to maintain ritual purity 
of his ablutions and did not forget to recite the proper 
Quranic verses when he when he washed them. 
The orthodox Muslims and the 'sufi* influences both 
encouraged a greater care of physical adornments. The beard of 
the theologian and his long and flowing locks of hair were 
greater fields for diversion than the famnine faces of the 
nobles and other rich people, of which the Prophet and once 
(3) 
disapproved. 
Ornaments were (juite an important item for the decora^ -
tion of the body, whether man or woman. It was considered a sign 
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of noble birth to wear ear-rings. It is difficult to enumerate 
the 7ariety of ornaments which were used for the head, azmsi 
nose, ears, fingers, neck, waist and feet. 
We shall conclude this discussion with some general 
remarks about food and table manners. Great care was taken in 
preparing food of great variety. The Brahman and the Muslim 
theologians were both well known for their greedy appetite. 
Sren the offerings to the Gk)ds were some times choicest arti-
cles of food. 
There was a great variety of pppulca^  amusements, along 
with the religious festivals, and periodical pilgrimages to 
holy shrines. In comparison of the Muslim festivals, the 
religious and social festivals of Hindus are to be noted for 
the manner of their celebration and the appropriate seasons 
in which they occur. It is difficult to describe all the local 
and general festivals. The most popular festivals were those 
of Basant Panchaml, Holi, Deepawall, Shiv Eatri and Dashahra 
etc. 
Speaking from the orthodox view point, Muslim life as 
a whole has little room for social festivsils in comparison to 
Hinduism. Large numbers make the pilgrimage to Mecca, and others 
attend the Id prayers annually, but Indian environment and 
traditions were bound to react in course of time in this rigidi-
ty of Muslim ritual, and the following festivals followed on 
as Nau-^oz, Shab^i-Barat etc. 
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B - Oultural s 
Indian culture is composite in ^aracter. It compre-
hends ideas of different orders. It embraces in its fold, 
beliefs, customs, rites, institutions, arts, religions and 
philosophies belonging to strata of society in varying stages 
of development. It eternally seeks to find a unity for the 
heterogeneous elementsjiiiich make up its totality. 
The foreign impulses have pieced an important role in 
Indian culture. As a matter of fact the process of its cultural 
development may be envisaged as the blending of three strands 
producing the characteristic pattern of their style. There 
have always been two distinct strata of society in India, the 
higher and lower, the first small in numbers, but in possession 
of highly developed religious and social ideas and institu-
tions; the second comprising the great mass of the people who 
occupy a humbler rung on the cultural ladder. The first 
provides the intellectual and aristocratic and the second the 
folk elements in Indian culture, 
These two in their interaction have supplied two strands 
of the pattern, while the third was provided by foreign influen-
ces which through social contacts prevailed in the country and 
contributed their share in the perfection of the design. 
With the passing of Harsa*s empire the last period of 
ancient history closed, and the new epoch which may fitly be 
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called the middle age began. The change from the ancient to 
the medieval times was vast. In religion, it marked the almost^  
complete disappearance of Badhism and Jainism from the land of 
their birth; the establishment of sectarian Hinduism all over 
India and its development under the impulses of Islam. In art, 
it witnessed the evolution of Hindu-Muslim schools of archlteo-
ture and painting, in literature the decline of Sanskrit 
learning and the rise of vernacular languages, among them Urdu, 
and in science the infusion of Arab conceptions into Hindu 
medicine, mathematic/and astronomy. The total amount of change 
in all departments of SOCICLL life was so great as to constitute 
the beginning of a new epoch. 
In order to trace interaction between the Hindu-Muslim 
cultures, it is first necessary to give a description of it as 
it existed before their advent. It will be convenient to divide 
culture into two heads - religion and philosophy and art to 
treat each head separately from the time of the advent of the 
Muslims into India till the passing of the Mughal empire. 
7rom the 8th century to the 13th the south is the home 
of religious reform; it is from here that the Yaishnava and 
Saivite saints start the schools of Bhakti, Sankara, Bamanuja, 
Nimbarks, Basava, Vallabha, and Madhva expounded their philoso-
phical systems. Most of the elements in the southern schools 
of devotion and philosophy, taken singly, were derived from 
ancient systems but the elements in their totality and their 
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peculiar emphasis betray a singular approximation of Muslim 
faith and, therefore, make the argument as Islamic influence 
probable* Hindus were great artists in the assimilation of 
foreign ideas and they did not allow their prestige to be 
lowered by crude limitations lAiioh could be easily detected. 
The history of whole of Indian culture in the ancient period 
is a testimony to the correctness of these statements. 
The influence of Islam was in the first stage indirect 
and selective. It was not the result of so fsu: as can be ascer^ 
tained of a study of Muslim literature but of the teaching of 
the sufis and of the observation of their rites and customs. 
She history of the development of the Islamic Thought shows 
how in Muslim countries ideas had been evolved which were 
analogous to Hindu ideas and which could, therefore, be present 
ted witheift shocking them. 
<X ^^® Indian mind starting with srutis and the Muslims 
with the Quran, both enjoining a religion of action, peissed 
through the stage of rationalization to devotional and emotional 
religion. In the give and take of culture between Muslims and 
Indians, it is difficult to assess acurately the share of each. 
It is true that the Muslims received many ideas from India 
and perhaps India received through Islam, a reflection of its 
own centzribution. 
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In Eaaanttja*s time, Muslims were to be found in parts 
of the western coast of south India. Muslim saints like 
Nathavali were preaching Islam to the people and converting 
them, and Hindu Kings like Kun^Fandya and others - were giving 
grants of land for the erection of mosques. 
Eafflanuja*s philosophy recognised a Crod with attributes 
and it further inculcates His worship with faith and devotion. 
He exhibites a desire to open the doors of religion to the 
classes which had so far been shut out of it. Love finds a 
place not only in the relations of man and God but also of man 
and man. Tishnu Swami, Nimbarka, and Madhava*s metaphysical 
discussions regarding the nature of God and man almost recall 
the debates of Hazzam, Abul Hasan Ashari and Imam Ghazali, but 
no reliance can be placed upon them for deducing any inference 
regarding cultural borrowing. 
Certain other characteristics of south Indian thought 
from the 9th century onwards, however, strongly point to Islamic 
influence. There is the increasing emphasis on Monotheism, 
emotional worship, self-surrender (Prapatti) and adoration of 
the teacher (Guru bhakti). 
The idea of Prapatti attains importance in the school 
of Bamanuja. Prapatti is closely connected with the adoration 
of teacher which consists in surrendering oneself completely 
to a teacher and being guided by him in everything. The word 
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Islsm means surrender and the Muslim is verily a 'prapanna** It 
has been shown that suboisslon to the will of God is a vital 
part of the Muslim religious consciousness* tismm Absorption in 
God through devotion to a teacher (Pir) is again an important 
sufi conception* The conception influenced the Hinduism in the 
manner of Guru and Shisya, though this was already existed in 
Hindu thought. The Muslim conciuest had a tremendous effect upon 
the evolution of Indian culture* Superficially, it made up set 
every thing; the Hindu religion received a set back, the patro-
nage of the priests and Pandits ceased, literature received no 
royal encouragement and languished; to all outward appearance 
political conquest was synonymous with cultural death. 
Fundamentally, it has a different effect. The Muslim 
Kings displaced the Hindu Rajas in the important principalities* 
The Muslims who came into India made it their home* They lived 
surrounded by the Hindu people and a state of pgcennifll hosta^ 
lity with them was impossible* Mutual intercourse led to mutual 
understanding* Many, who had changed their faith differed little 
from thosd whom they have left* Consequently, the Hindus and 
Muslims prepared to find a via media whereby they used to live 
as neighbours. The effort to seek a new life led to the develop-
ment of a new culture vriiich was neither exclusively Hindu nor 
purely Muslim. It was indeed a Muslim Hindu culture. Not only 
the Hindu religion, Hindu art, Hindu literature and Hindu science 
absorb Muslim elements, but the very spirit of Hindu culture and 
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the very stuff of Hindu mind were also altered, and the Uuallms 
reciprocated by responding to the change In every aspect of 
life. 
She religious leaders in Maharastra» Gujarat, the Punjab 
and Bengal from the Hth century onwards deliberately reject 
certedn elements of ancient creeds and emphasize others and thus 
attempt to bring about an approximation between the Hindu and 
the Muslim faiths. At the same time Muslim sufi orders and 
Moidlim writers and poets show a strong tendency to assimilate 
/Hindu practices and doctrines, in some cases going so far as to 
V adopt the ^oration of the tombs of saints like Hindu Qods. 
The Indian architecture of the period exhibits the same 
synthetic tendency. The Hindus palaces, temples and cenotaphs 
are no longer built on the lines of the pure style of the prece-
ding period; they not only employ the Muslim elements of €urohl-
tecture, but they also breathe a new spirit which demostrates 
how much the ancient acesthetic values have changed. Again, the 
influence is not confined to any particular petrt of the country; 
it appears most strongly among the Hindu principalities of 
Rajputana and central India, in holy places like Mathura, 
Brindaban and Banares, and it is felt in far off places like 
Kathmandu and Madura. The Mosque, the tomb and the places of 
the M)2«llm are equally Indian, The Muslim borrows certain 
diflBlte features from the styles of the so called Arab and 
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Persian arohitectore bat erolres a new style in India or 
rather a number of new styles which continue the tradition of 
Hindu styles. As a matter of fact the architectural schools 
of the period, whether Hindu or Muslim, are really two branches 
of the same tree for botii spring from the same root. Their 
purpose differs but the significance of their form remains the 
same. 
Indian painting, Mughal or Rajput is like Indian 
architecture. In fact, there even more than in architecture, 
one aesthetic law governs the form. The difference between the 
styles of Ajanta and that of Delhi or Jaipur is great; line, 
colour and rhython have all dianged. But the difference between 
Delhi and Jaipur or Kangra is just the difference between two 
individual artists of the same school. The influence of central 
Asian and Persian art is evident, but Indian Art whether 
produced in the courts of Mughal emperors said Hawabs emd those 
of Hindu Princes of Rajputana or Tanjore, does not imitate 
slavishly the foreign models. It has an individuality all of 
its own, and it can only be described by the term Muslim-
Hindu cork. 
In literature, the Sanskrit had no more provided the 
medium for the vital needs of the people. Thought created new 
instruments of self-expression. In the north, Hindi; in the 
west, Marathl; and in the east, Bengali developed into literary 
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languages and Hindus and Muslims both contributed to the glory 
of their achievements« Above all, a new linguistic synthesis 
took place known as Urdu or Hindustani. Again, both Muslims 
and Hindus adopted it as their own, and a curious phenomena 
occurred, i.e., the later on the Hindi Bhasa was employed far 
one kind of literary expression and the Urdu for another. 
In science, the Hindus had inherited from Muslims a 
highly developed system of Mathematics, astronomy and medicine. 
The Hindu astronomers took from the Muslims a number of techni-
cal terms, the Muslim calculations of latitude and longitudes 
and various other items of the calender: and in heroscopy, a 
whole branch which they called tajik. Of the many crafts and 
arts that the Muslim introduced in India, mention may be made 
of the manufacture of paper etc. 
It is hardly possible to exaggerate the extent of 
Muslim influence over Indian life in all depetrtments. But 
nowhere else is it shown so vividly and so picturesquely, as 
in customs, in intimate detsdls of domestic life, in music, 
in the fashion of dress, in the ways of cooking, in the cere-
monies of marriage, in the celebration of festivals and fairs, 
and in the courtly institutions and etiquette of Marathi, Rajput 
and Sikh princes. In the days of Babar the Hindu and Muslim 
lived and thought so much alike that Babar was forced to notice 
(5) 
their peculiar (Hindustani) way of life. 
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C - RBLISIOPS t 
In order to understand the religious conditions prevai-
ling in India before the advent of Islam, it is necessary to 
introduce some principles of simplifications which will indicate 
the leading tendencies of thought and worship. The Hindus treat 
their religion from the point of view of emancipation (Moksa), 
for the attainment of irtiich they recognise three paths - the 
path of action, of knowledge and of devotion. It will be 
convenient to arrange all the religions and sects under these 
three heads. It must, however, be remembered that the three 
paths are not mutually exclusive and do not necessarily imply 
antagonism as a matter of fact practically all the sects recog-
nise their value and enjoin them on their followers! 
(1) Th^ Path pf Action is the one principally laid down by the 
Vedas, developed and systematised in the Brahmanas, Kalpa -
Sutras, and Karma-Mimansa and popularised by Dharamasha^tras, 
Mahabharata and the Pureuias. The path way of etemeO. bliss is 
that of action, lAiich means sacrifice performed with fedth and 
accompanied with prayer. Sacrifies are manifold - They are 
obligatory and regular, obligatory but occasional, and optional. 
Another development of this conception takes place in the 
Bhagwat Gita where it is taught that Salvation may be won 
through the path of action and action is interpreted as perfor-
mance of duty without attachment of fruits. On the eve of the 
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Muslims in India, the signif icanceN and numbers of the ancient 
dieties had greatly changed. In the place of Indra, Agni and 
Soma, attained the prominent position to form the great trinity 
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva* 
The evidence as a whole seems to indicate that Northern 
India of 7th and 8th centuries was not Vaisnavite hut Shaivite 
although, conseciuently, in the time of Al-Biruni their relative 
positions had been reversed. Besides Shiva €uad Vishnu the 
important cults were those of Shakti, Surya, Chandra, Brahma, 
Xndra, Agni, Skanda, Granei-sha, Yama and Eubera. The followers 
of the path of action wete found in all the sects among the 
devotees of all the gods. Their worship consisted in addressing 
prayers to the gods before the image at home or in the temple, 
in performing prescribed rites domestic and public in offering 
seorifices which won the favour of gods* 
(2) The second path for the attainment of salvation is that 
of knowledge. The enquiry of seeking knowledge was started 
early by the forest recluses whose bold speculations are 
embodied in the Upanishads, which was later on, observed in 
the poeples inhabiting different regions. The profound discus-
sions of cosmic origin and human destiny, of the nature of 
ultimate reality and its relation to individual of good and 
bad and the means of 'deliverance led to the foundation of a 
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number of religio-philosophic or theosophic systems - Samlchya, 
yoga, vedanta, Buddha, Jaina, Shaiva, Vaisnava, Tantra, 
Lokayata and others*. The first assumption is that truth is 
learnt not merely hy faith but by direct experience, through 
the process of the hearing (Sravana) of truths and reflection 
(Manana) upon them, its end being self-illumination. 
Besides the orthodox system of philosophy which pres-
cribed in the path of knowledge, the India of 7th and 8th 
centuries knew of a number of other systems - heterodex and 
sectarian - which taught liberation by knowledge. Among them 
most important were the Buddha system divided into two schools 
of HinsQranists and Mahayanists and each of them was further 
sub-divided into two branches - the vaibhasikas and sautan^ 
trikas belong to the Hinayana and the Yogachars (Vijanavadins) 
and Madhyamikas (sunyavadins) to the Mahayana. These sects 
were differed on the q^ uestions of Metaphysics, on the distiny 
of individual and on ritual. Jsdnipa occupied an important 
position among the religio-philosophical systems than prevalent 
in India was the realistic school of thought. The three princi-
pal sectarian Hindu philosophical systems are vaishvana, 
Shaiva and Tantrika. 
— -
The individual soul in the world finds it self in 
bondage which can be ended by knowledge attained through the 
grace of God in orthodox systems and otherwise. 
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3. The third path for the attainment of liberation is 
that of devotion and faith (Bhakti Marga). Bhakti can be defined 
as the worship of a personal diety in a spirit of love, as 
personal faith in personal Gtod, love for him as for a human 
being, the dedication of everything to His service and the 
attainment of Moksa by this means rather than by knowledge or 
sacrifice or works as an affiction fixed upon the Lord etfter 
ao(iuiring a knowledge of attributes of the adorable one, Bhakti 
is the emotional aspect of the religion; its root is in the 
feeling or affective side of human consciousness. 
This is in brief, the account of Indian religions 
before the advent of Islam, 
Islam appeeu^ ed upon the scene with a simple formula 
c/f faith, well defined dogmas and rites, and a~~deiBOcratic 
^^theories of Social orgaMsation, It produced a tremendous 
effect on Indian religion. The conversion of a King must have 
produced a deep impression upon the mind of his subjects, 
Ibn BatUtah (14th century), in his Isnad from combay 
along the western coast, touched all the ports. He met his 
co-religionists everywhere and he found them in a flourishing 
condition. The Muslims started their religious missionary work 
as soon as they had settled down in numbers. These were the 
Muslim communities had their own Qazis and Muftis, After the 
invasions of Mahmud, numerous Muslim men of learning and 
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religion poured in to India and started their religious 
missionary works and propagation which highly influenced the 
Indian religions. There came a number of high rankixig Muslim 
religious scholars and saints along with those of less renowned 
ones who lived and laboured in India, and through their perso-
nal contact spread the idea of Islamic philosophy and religion* 
From the 11th century onwards In India, the contacts 
and dialogues between sufis and yogis became more freq.uent 
and meaningful* Unfortunately, existing literature throws 
little light on yogis who are constantly referred to as Jngla*. 
In one reference the perfect Yogi is associated by Shaikh 
Nasiruddln Chiraghe-e-Dehlivi with the Siddhas. The topics 
discussed at the gatherings of Baba Jarid were of great 
interest to visiting Siddhas whose beliefs were founded on 
Hatha Yoga* The source of the&e scraps of Information is 
al-^ Bjxanl, unquestionably a profound authority on comparative 
/religions, who notes Sufi parallel in the Yoga Sutra of 
Fatj92Llalij> which he himself translated into Arabic* He also 
mentions similarities with Samkhya and with Bhetgwat-Glta* 
Patanjall*s theory of the soul is defined by al-Blruni as 
follows : 
"The soul being on all sides tied to igorance, which 
the cause of its being fathered, is like rice in its cover* 
As long as it is these it is capable of growing and ripening 
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in the transition stages between being bom and giving birth 
itself. But if the cover is taken off the rice, it ceases to 
develop in this way; and became stationary. The distribution 
of the soul depends on the various kinds of creatures through 
it wanders upon the extent of life, whether it be long or 
short, and upon the particular kind of its happiness, be it 
(6) 
scantly or ample, ** 
Regarding the Sufi doctrine of love as being a total 
absorption in God Al-Birunl (quotes interesting parallels from 
(7) 
^^^ Bhagwat Gita. From the 13th century onwards Hindu mystical 
songs are recited at the same gatherings and many of the most 
talented musicians were newly converted Muslims. Shaikh >>^ ]p«A 
A \ ofJlu4»at, in 13th century, gave expert renditions of Hindi 
'^^ 'Eagas'. 
The knowledge of some Indian Sufissuch as Shaikh 
Abdul Kuddus and his Rad.auli pirs, was not limited to undex^ 
standing and practioising pranayama and the some semantic 
similarities and dissimilarities. The Shaikh's Ruehd Kama 
which consists of his own verses and some of his pirs, identi-
fied Sufi beliefs and some verses with slight variations axe 
included in Hath poetry as well as in that of Kabir and 
(8) 
Gorakhanath. Such verses were regarded as the common property 
of both Muslims and Hindu mystics. 
According to Gorakhanath, the absolute truth realized 
in the highest spiritual experience is above the concept of 
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existence and negation of existence, absolutely devoid of 
origination and destruction, and beyond the reach of all 
speculation and imagination, fhis Param Brahma, which is 
without name, formed ego, causality, activity, self manifes-
tations or internal or external differences. This philosophy 
of Goralchanath is similar to the philosophy of some Sufis, 
particularly the thought of Saint Kabir. They were also prea-
ching these thoughts at that time. 
i < \ ^ The discipline of the Seeker is dhJJfcr, which ordinarily 
means remembering God and repeating his name, but which includ-
es of the devotional service which induce ecstasy and trcoice. 
They are very similar to the meditation and the breathing 
exercises (Pranayama) of the Indian Yoga. Shibli pointedly 
brings out this feature of Sufism in his definition. 
"Tasawwuf (Sufism) is control of the faculties and 
observance of the breathe. In the Haqshbandi order, the Murid 
closes his eyes, shuts his mouth, processes his tongue against 
the roof of his mouth, hold his breathe and recite in his 
heart. The 'la* goes upwords, the 'illah* to the right the 
whole phrase 'Laillah* is fomied up on the case of the heart 
and through it passed to sill the members of the whole frame. 
The breathe is drawn from the navel to the breast, from the 
breast to the bredn up to the heavens and then again repeated 
(9) 
stage by stage ba(d£wards and forwards". 
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Concluding the chapter we may quote V. Haghavan in 
the Indian Heritage an example of the reconciliation of both 
the faiths (Muslims and Hindu), in the following way: 
"Hindu yedant and Islamic Sufism hare affinities and 
Dara, who freely associated with Hindu mystics found in the 
ujfenisads the great Sirr-e-Akbar and Sauhid and divine inden-
tity, to his Persian version of the Upanisads Sirr-e-Akbar, 
The west owes its first knowledge of the Hindu Upanisads and 
searching further for this unity, Sara produced his testament 
VD. Marjule Bahrain, the meeting of two oceans of Hinduism 
and Islam, preserved in the Persian as well as in the Sanskrit 
version known as "Saaudra Sangam Grantha", where he expounded 
the points of unity, observed that the differences was only 
in terminology and declared the truth of this unity as the 
most precious gem discovered and presented by him to his 
(10) 
country men." 
D - mjJLfl MOy&BHI I 
)r. Mohd Noor Nabi, in his book Shades of Mysticism 
discusses the Bhakti Movement as follows: 
"Bhakti is not the exclusive legacy of any sect or 
religion, on the contrary, it forms the core of every theistic 
religion. It may be defined as the worship of a personal deity 
in a spirit of love, as personal faith in a personal God, 
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love for Him as for a human being, the dedication of every 
thing to His service, and the attainment of *Mok8ha* by this 
means, rather than by knowledge, or sacrifice, or works, as 
an affection fixed upon the Lord after acquiring a knowledge 
of attributes of the adorable one." He further says, "Bhakti 
is the emotional aspect of the religion* Its root lies in the 
feeling and affective side of human (^sclousnesa. Its marks 
are surrender of the self to the divine being and acts of 
devotion either in some sanctified place (temple, church or 
mosque etc.) or in private life and thought." 
Bhakti is deeply rooted in Hinduism, Moksha (Liberation) 
or Nariat. the highest goal of Hinduism can be attained by 
three ways: The Karma Marga, The Jnana Marga and the Bhakti 
Marga. 
The first important literary recognition of Bhakti 
Marga as true way of salvation was made in the famous 
Bhagawat Sita. one of the great classics of religious litera-
ture. Brahma in Grita is Tishnu and Yishnu is Krishna. When 
Arjuna sought the counsel of Krishna, Krishna's answer is made 
in the course of a long dialogue and Ar^una is guided to do 
his duty without a thought of reward, Arjuna as a Kshtriya 
is to fight when Just war is in progress whether in doing so 
he kills his relatives or not. 
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In Gita Lord Krishna throws wide open the gate of the 
way of devotion and invites all wayfarers, whatever their sex 
or caste, may be, to enter these tea^iings of Gita which 
provided a ray of hope for millions of Indians in their bonda-
ge of social and religious restrictions* 
The Bhatti movement can be clearly divided into two 
distinct periods. The first was from the time of the Bhagwat^ 
Gita to the Hth century and the second from Hth century 
to 16th century. 
The first phase of the Bhakti movement was only an 
individual sentiment. The religion of Tasudeva was the natural 
expression of those who did not find spiritual and moral 
satisfaction in the intellectual and speculative systems of 
the TJpanisads. and whose souls were yearning for the personal 
God. The doctrine of the Panchrata and Scantika Dharma of 
the Gita are based on the idea of the loving worship of God 
is a means of obtaining salvation. The principal theme of 
Gita is to liberate the soul from the low and selfish passions 
through Bhakti towards Tasudeva, identified with Krishna, the 
supreme personality of God head. 
Further, the Gita recognises the social system of 
castes as it is said, "I have created the division into four 
classes which distinguish the gunas and the duties vdiich are 
(11) 
peculiar to them* 
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Vedanta sutra of Badarayana (Ist century B.C.) Is 
regarded as the first attempt to set forth the monistic 
teachings of Upanlsads In a consistent philosophical system. 
During these centuries that followed three different systems 
of Tedanta phllosopl^ developed - those founded by Sanakara» 
Ramanuja and Madhva* 
The philosophy of Advalta, the best known system of 
Yedanta, Is put by Shahkara about 800 A.D, In half a verse 
where he says, "Brahman Is real; the world Is an Illusory 
appearance; the Individual soul (Jlva) Is Brahman Itself, 
not other". The nott-duallty of Brahman, the non-reality of 
the world and the non-dlfferenoe of the soul from Brahman -
these constitute the teachings of Advalta. So far the worship 
of Grod Is concerned, Advalta lays down that the devotee 
worships the God In various forms under different names. It 
Is the same God that takes on a variety of forms and names, 
through his power of maya. 
Ramanuja (1016-1137 A.D,), the most renowned of the 
Valsnava teachers undertook to Interprect the Upanlsads 
differently from Samkara, He a»ialifi®cl his monism by finding 
In the Upanlsads. and certainly In Bhagawata Crlta. a stress 
on the unity of all things and beings In Brahman, but also 
a differentiation, God or Brahman, though the Immanent prln^ 
clple of both, the world and the soul, he is not affected by 
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the ohaiages in the world and the soul. God is not only 
immanent in them but also transceds them. The ultimate 
reality. Brahman, according to Ramanuja, is a personal and 
not an impersonal being. His name is Vishnu. 
The third version of the Tedanta the dvaita of 
Madhava (14th century) maintained that the individual soul 
is not one with nor is to be identified, here or hereafter, 
with an absolute or the supreme soul. Grod (Vishnu) alone is 
independent. He is the efficient but not the material cause 
of the world. He is the creator, controller and destroyer 
of the universe. He manifests himself in various forms, 
incarnates himself from time to time. 
Later on, in Bhagwata Pur ana and in the aphorism of 
sandilya, two books which contains the teachings of the 
schools of *bhatti', an attempt was made to introduce some 
emotions to lighten the heavy burden of ritual and dogma. 
But both the books admit Maya and approve of the worship of 
images. This is in brief, the bhakti Movement of first period. 
Sufism is deeply rooted in the Quran and the tradi-
tions of Prophet Muhammad. It was saturated by the companions 
of the Prophet through their deeds. Later on came the stage 
of codification - and the great personalities such as Hasan 
Basari, Dhul Hoon Misri, Bayazid Bistami, Junaid Baghdadi, 
Manaoor Hallaj, Shibli and many others put forward their own 
4 /. 
doc t r ines . But credi t goes t o Abu Hamid aX-Ghazzali who 
col lected the sca t tered pear l s of Sufi doc t r ines and presen-
ted them in a systematic manner as a Sufi system and made 
i t i n harmony with the Islamic t r a d i t i o n s . After Al-Ghazzali 
i t was Ibn Arabi (1165 - 1240 AD.) who introduced the doctr ine 
of w^idatuJ^flilMd and dyed Sufi am in to pan the i s t i c colour. 
This i s , i n br ief , the h i s to ry of Sufism before i t s f l o u r i -
shing i n Ind ia . No doubt, a few Muslim sa in t s and scholars 
came to Ind ia before the 13th century but the systematic 
Missionary work of sufism could not be s t a r t ed before 
(12) 
MiHn-pdfUn Ghi aht.1 who reached India during the re ign 
f P r i thv i Raj and se t t l ed at Ajme^. He s t a r t ed the missionary 
work and i n i t i a t e d many Murids ( d i s c i p l e s ) . He appointed 
(13) 
Shaikh QntuhndAin Bg^v^tiyar gaVi ^ a Murid and Khalifa of the 
Shaikh as h i s successor. Shaikh Qutubuddin Kaki s e t t l e d at 
Delhi and s t a r t ed the work of preaching and guidflnce. ?or the 
expansion of the s i l s i l a h (order) he t ra ined number of 
A 
disciples and Khalifahs among whom Baba Farid is outstanding. 
whom the Shaikh appointed as his successor. Shaikh ?ariduddin 
Ganj-e-Shakar (1175-1265 A.D.) settled at Ajodhan, the present 
Pak Pattan and busied himself in serving and guiding the 
masses. His monastery (Khanqah) was open to all irrespective 
of caste and creed; rich and poor, officials and non-officials, 
old and young, all of them were received very cordially and 
4 5 
on equal plane. He furnished the society of his day with an 
infinite moral force which removed the social, Ideological 
and linguistic barriers between the various cultural group 
of India. He initiated into the order a number of Murids and 
Khalifahs among whom Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya as his successor 
was like a full moon. Baba Farid appointed Shaikh Nizamuddin 
Auliya as his successor. 
(15) 
Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya (1238-1325 A.D.) settled at 
Glyaspur, the present Nizamuddin, Delhi and threw open the 
doors of his Ehanqah for the people. A stream of visitors 
flowed to the Khanqah every de^ with enormous futuh (gift). 
The people found spiritual solace in his company. The Chlshtl 
order reached its zenith under his able guidance. His disci-
ples set up Chlshtl mystic centres in practically every 
important part of the country. 
Shaikh Nizamuddin appointed his Khallfah, Shaikh 
(16) 
Naslruddin Chiragh-e-Dehll as his successor. With him the 
central system of Chlshtl order came to anjend. After Shaikh 
Naslruddin the Chlshtl order developed and flourished state-
wise« Apart from Chlshtl order, the Suhrawardl, Firdousi, 
Naqshbandi, Shattari and Qadri orders tried their best, in 
their ownway, to serve the humanity. 
Almost all the Sufis preached the conception of perso-
nal Grod. They were unanimous in presenting the unity of God 
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(Tauhid), God, according to them, is one having number of 
attributies. The perfection of God is not based on his attri-
butes. God is perfect in himself. Such a conception of God 
was common to all the Sufis. They tried their best to esta-
blish a personal contact with such God. 
These Sufis laid great emphasis on Gnosis (Marifat). 
They were of the opinion that intellect is helpless in cogni-
sing God. God can be cognised only through Gnosis. And Gnosis 
is possible only through self-knowledge. They were quoting 
the tradition of the prophett "One who cognises hii^elf, 
(17) 
cognises God." 
Love of God is the core of Sufism. And all the Sufis 
are unanimous that the highest end of a man in this mortal 
world is the love of God. The hi^est aspects of the love, 
such as Sabr, Hida €Lnd Tawakkul. Every Sufi prescribes the 
path of sincerity and mortification for the love of God, the 
love of God and the love the things other than God cannot go 
side by side. Therefore, Sufis emphasise the self-purification 
through Mujahida (penitence) Muraqaba (absorption in God) 
dhikr (rememberance of God, and fana (self-annihilation). No 
doubt, Sufism preaches the renunciation of the world, but 
this renunciation is not identical with the monistic life. 
The Sufis laid an exclusive emphasis on moral values. They 
emphasise on the sacred relation of Pir (director) and Murid 
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(disciples). Every silsilah (order) of Sufism is based on 
initiation (Bait). 
Service to humanity was taken as a part of mystic 
discipline, The saints of the Chishti, Suhrawardy and Pirdousi 
orders inyeapoA their lives in serving humanity at large. 
"^ -^^ he second period of the Bhakti Movement begins with 
Ramananda (d. 1456 A.D,), Ramananda was the bridge between 
the bhakti Movement of the south and the north. He substitu-
ted the worship of Bama for that of Tishnu and his consort, 
and taught the doctrine of bhakti to all the four castes 
without prejudice. But he was not prepared to make a complete 
departure from the past traditions. In his Anand Bhasya, in 
the chapter on Sudras. he did not recognise the right of a 
(18) 
Sudra to read the Vedas. 
The teachings of Ramananda and his disciples created 
among the Hindus two distinct Schools, one conservative and 
the other radicsd. The first remained true to the ancient 
beliefs and allowed only slight changes in doctrines and 
rites; the other adopted an independent path and attempted 
to create a religion acceptable to both the Hindus and the 
Muslims, The greatest name of the first order is Tulsidasa 
and Kabir is a genius of the second order. In order to show 
the influence and interactions between Hindu-Muslim thought 
in the bhakti Movement of the second period we would limit 
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ourselves to the teachings of representative bhaktas like 
Nanak, Kabir and some other so-called Sufi saints etc. 
It is useless to prove whether Kabir was a Hindu or 
Muslim because he himself says, "I am neither a Muslim nor 
a Hindu. I am a statute made of five elements". (Kabir Bani). 
His religion was the religion of love and devotion to God. 
His God was the sat Purusha, the eternal truth, which created 
the universe and which is independent and without Passion. 
Kabir says, "what you spealc of him that he is not." He is 
what he is." (Granthawali). One may call the sat Purusha 
either Rama or Rahima, both are the same. Kabir says, "Rama, 
Khuda, Shakti, Shiva are one. Then to whom do the prayers go? 
The Vedas the Puranas and the Quran are only different manners 
of description. Neither the Hindu nor the turk, neither the 
(19) ^ 
Jaina nor the Yogi is cognisant of the secret." (Shabd - 28) 
further he says, "0 saints, I have seen the ways of both 
(Hindu and Muslim) the way of the Hindu and the 
Muslim is the same. The sat Guru has revealed this to me. Hear 
what Kabir says, Rama and Khuda are one and the same." 
(20T 
(Shabda - 10). 
The goal of life cannot be achieved through knowledge 
but only through love and devotion. He says, "No one can be 
divine only by going tlirough books. It is the 2i Syllables of 
(21) 
love (Prema) which is sufficient to make a man divine." Por 
^ !^!^ C V.' '^ \ 
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this devotion and love, a devotee has to observe the morti-
fication and make a sincere effort. He also prescribes the 
annihilation of self but annihilation of the self in the 
system of Kabir, never means complete retirement from the 
world and taking to hills and forests. He says, "Both medita^ 
tion (Toga) and pleasure (Bhoga) are in the house (house-
holder' s life), one need not abondon the house in order to 
(22) , 
go to a forest. (Poems 105) 
Kabir was the living symbol of his own teaching. He 
lived a family life and earned his livelihood by weaving and 
selling the cloth. Kabir experienced and passed through all 
the states (Hal) which the Sufis describe as pleasure and 
23) 
sorrow hope and fear intimacy in contemplating God»s beauty. 
The mission of Kabir was to preach a religion of love 
which would unite all castes and creeds. He placed the gratest 
value upon the inwardness of religion and impartially condem-
ned the external formalism of both the Hindus and the Muslims. 
Kabir openly denounced the caste system, he claimed for the 
Sudras perfect social eq.uality with the other castes. 
Gruru holds the same position in the system of Kabir 
as we find in Sufism, rather more than that, Kabir says, 
"consider the Guru as govinda (God) nay more. If Hari becomes 
angry still there is some chance, but if the Guru is angry, 
(24) 
then there is no chance whatever. 
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Guru Nanak (1469 - 1539), the founder of Sikhism and 
a contemporary of Kabir was a devotee of one God, He is said 
to have uttered, the preamble of the Japji, a composition 
that is silently repeated as a morning devotional rite by 
every devout Sikh to this day; "There is but one God whose 
name is true, the creator, devoid of fear and enmity, immoiv-
tal, unborn, self-existent, great and bountiful. The true 
one was in the beginning, the true one was in the primal 
age," "The true one is, was, Nanak, and the true one also 
(25) 
shall be." 
This is also called Mula Montra which depicts the 
nature of the ultimate reality in a nutshell. 
Nanak believed in and preached the sovereignty of 
one God, the creator. He called his God, the true name 
because he meant to avoid any delimiting term for him like 
Allah, Rama, Shiva, or Ganesa. Such a God, Nanak believes, 
can be attained only through love and devotion and not by 
knowledge or ceremonial observance. God for him, was a living 
person to whom he wanted to come in contact with gind love 
with the ordent hope and desire. 
Like Kabir, Nanak too emphasises the household life. 
He says that a devotee has to perform all his worldly duties 
but he has to focus his attention on the Lord, He has to 
become like a lotus which is bom and bread in mud but remains 
(26) 
unsuffected by it. 
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In HanaJc's ideology, there is no place for asceticism 
or monistic way of life. Activity is the key note of his 
philosophy and the basis of his ethics. Nanak re-echoes the 
teaching of the Sufis, "Adorn yourself with the virtues of 
(27) 
God." 
Nanak teaches the complete surrender to God and pres-
cribe the path of self-annihilation (Pana). 
The preceding survey clearly shows that there is a 
very insignificant influence of the Bhakti Movement of the 
first peilod on the bhakti movement of the second period, 
especially the teachings of Kabir and Gkiru Nanak, are an open 
revolt against the distinction on the basis of caste, image 
worship, emphasise on ritualism and formalism, and leading 
an ascestic life - a life away from the family and dependents. 
But we find the above mentioned features are deeply ingrained 
in the bhakti movement of the first period. It is obvious that 
the bhakti movement of the second period is highly influenced 
by sufism. Hth and 15th centuries in India are the glorious 
period of sufism. The entire India, especially its north-
western regions, were honey-combed with Muslim saints and 
Paqirs. Delhi, Panipat, Slrhlnd, Pak Pattan, Multan were 
places where famour Sufi Shaikhs had spent their lives. 
Perhaps almost all the sufi teachings barring a few, 
love has been observed by Nanak and Kabir in their teachings. 
Not only the ideas, but also a great deal of Sufi terminology 
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they have used in their preaching and guidance. The influence 
was, however, not one-sided but mutual. 
The teachings of Kabir and Nanak greatly influenced 
the Indian soil. Both Hindus and Muslim were attracted by them 
and as a result we find Shattari Mov^ inent of Sufism wMfiJi 
highly emphasised on tariqat, than shariat, i.e. the formal 
laws. The doctrine of *Wahdatul Wajud* propounded by Ibn al-
Arabi found a congenial soil for its development after Kabir 
(28) 
and Nanak. 
We may quote here a few examples which depict the 
influence of BhaJcti cult on the so-called Sufis. , ^  
Kashmiri Shaivite, popularly known as LeCL Didi in the 
14th century, became a saivite Yogini, bearing in a typical 
garb of a mendicant. According to her, the manifestation of 
the universe is an expression of Shiva, the highest reality. 
These views have the similarity with the Rishi order of Sufi 
in Kashmir, which was founded by Shaikh Nuruddin Rishi, who 
was bom in 1378 and died in H39 A.D. His teachings are 
embodied in Kashmiri verses. Some of which are almost identi-
cal to those written by LauLla. Shaikh Nuruddin and his disci-
ples preferred to call themselves Rishis(not Sufis., Of his 
many disciples; Bamuddin, Zainuddin ahd Latifuddin were 
Brahmins by birth and had embraced Islam under the influence 
of their pir's intense spiritualism. In the centuries followed 
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Rishi began to live in Khanqahs which was open to all irres-
pective of class and religious distinctions, 
Bengal was the state in which Hathayogic practices 
ecome known to the Sufis because of early translation into 
Arabic and Persian of the Amrit-Kunda. The social ethics of 
the yogis impressed eminent Sufi, such as Shailsh Ahmad Abdul 
Haqa of Kudauli but the leading Sufi of 13th and Hth century 
in Bengal were all Persian scholars, Tarafdar adds that in 
1498-99 Shaikh ^ ahid wrote a book on Yoga philosophy called 
the Adya Pariohaya. 
L:Cf Saiyed Sultan (1550-1648) of Chittagong a leading 
l!\ ) Sufi in that region, his mystical poems such as Gnan-Pradip 
were believed to have been written in his old age is an 
attempt to reconcile Hatha Yoga with Sufism. He writes; "Ida 
and Pingala aire two nerves running by the two sides of the 
spinal chord and looking like two creeping plants hanging 
by the two sides of a tree. The Nerve ingala in the right 
may be compared with the sun and the pingala in the left 
resembles the Moon, The ingala is the flow of the Ganges and 
and the Pingala that of the Jamuna, The Nerve running between 
the God and the demon is called susmana. These three must 
meet at a point which is regarded by the wise as the confluent 
(29) 
ce of the three sacrid rivers," 
5^ 1 
By the 15th century, many groups of Muslims become 
(30) 
Yogis, though not necessarily Uaths and Shiddhas. In 1566 
Mir Abdul Wahid BJlgEsmi compiled a Persian dictionary of 
Hindi songs which had been well known to Sufis giving prominen-
ce to those known by Vaisnavites, The work is entitled the 
£aai<^ i Hindi and is divided into three sections* The authority 
of this unique dictionary, Mir Abdul Wahid bom in 1509 A.D, 
He belonged to the family of a prominent Sufi from Bilgram 
in Hardoi near Lucknow. 
The earliest known Mathnavi written in Hindi is the 
Chanda* in of Maulana Dawud, Popularly known as Mullah Dawud, 
He came from Dawud in Rae Bareilli district of U.P. and was 
a Khalifah of Shaikh Zainuddin the son of the sister of 
Nasiruddin Chiragh-e-Dehli, Unlike the chanda'in the story '- ^ ' 
of Padmavati by Malik Mohd, Jaisi, it is based on the bordij 
songs of Hajasthan. 
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CHATTER III 
( 
"Metaphysical Foundations of Jaisi's Ethics" 
Akharawat is a basic poetic composition of Jaisi to 
know his views on God, The etymological meaning of the term 
'Akharawat' is the root of the knowledge, which is the combi-
nation of two words of the colloquial Cudhi dialect of HiJidi 
language, 'Akhar* means letter and the 'wat' means a tree, to 
the meaning of the word is a tree of letters. 
Jaisi's ethics is deeply rooted in his metaphysical 
thoughts. Many of his ethical ideas are avsdlable in his poeti-
cal works. They include Jaisi's views on God, universe, human 
soul and his conception of Maya. His * Akharawat * opens with the 
description of the creation of light (iToor) of Prophet Muhammad 
before the creation of universe. Though the Prophet, chronolo-
gically, came at last on earth, that provides the love of the 
Prophet as the ethical basis for an elaborate treatment of 
character, following the path and the tradition of the Prophet, 
virtues and blessedness (the end of human life). 
The theory of creation and evolution that is elaborated 
later in the treatise is another cardinal conception of his 
philosophy, which is helpful in determining the values of the 
different elements constituting human blessedness. It gives a 
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scale of values. Bvxt neither the idea of evolution nor the 
doctrine of soul can be fully apprehended unless they are 
viewed on the broader perspective of his Metaphysics. Besides, 
some of the ideas underlaying in his Metaphysics and notions 
implicit in his theory of knowledge which have not been expli-
citly expressed in Aicharawat. have been assumed throughout the 
book. 
Jaisi has thrown sufficient light pertaining to the 
doctrine of God, soul, and the world keeping the view-point of 
Islamic beliefs. Apart from these doctrines he described the 
purpose of man*s creation with the similitude of sufi concep-
tion. In adoptation of means devotion and contemplation, he is 
largely influenced by Indian philosophical thought, especially 
vedant, Yoga, Hathayoga, Nath cult and latter Buddhist sects. 
This influence was the common feature of both the faiths (Hindu 
and Muslim) in the age of Jaisi. The mutual influence emerged 
as a new cultural trait for which Jaisi was not an exception. 
(a) Conception of Godt 
Almost all the sufies are unanimous in presenting their 
doctrine of God as described in the Quran as one, all pervading, 
1 
eternal and absolute Reality. He is the first and the last the 
2 
seen and the unseen. He is the transoedent in the sense that 
he is in his full glory finite beings cannot be known or 
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experienced by us the finite beings can know only what can be 
experienced through the senses or otherwise and what is inherent 
in the nature of thought and is implied by it. No vision can 
3 
grasp God, God is all comprehension. He is transcedent because 
He is beyond limitations of time space and sense-contents. He 
was before time, space and the world of sense. He is also 
immanent both in souls and the spatio-temporal order. 
Of the exact nature of God we can know nothing. But, 
in order that we may apprehend what we cannot comprehend, he 
uses similitudes from our experience. He is the light of the 
heavens and the earth. He sends His massage to human beings by 
His messangers. He describes through revelations His attributes 
4 
by similutude from what is loftiest in the heavens and the earth, 
5 
And in our own experience. This Jaisi does in a language and an 
6 
idiom used by the masses of his time. Attributes of God, Jaisi 
says, are connoted by His names. They are also summer^ a^ed under 
a few essential heads; Life, Eternity, Unity, power, Trutji, 
8 
Beauty, Justice Love and Goodness, As compared to the Essence 
of God these attributes are only finite approaches, symbols and 
pointers of Reality, 
In the Quran. God is described as the giver of Justice 
who awards His Justice over His creatures, for the deeds done 
by human beings, good and bad. In this sense God is an absolute 
Master on human race, but Sufis had a slight change in their 
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opinion to describe God and preached the authority of a personal 
God* Ibn Arabi (d. 1241) is a great scholar of Sufism, regards 
botl;i nature and man as the mirror of God. God manifest Himself 
in every atom of creation. He is revealed in every intelligible 
9 
object. 
In describing God Jaisi says that there is no God but 
He who manifestes His power in the form of this world of eigh-
teen hundred categories of creatures. He goes on saying; "I pray 
10 
to only one God who is the creator of all, who is the only 
11 
Mighty king." "There is one God, the ocean of this world is 
filled with one water (God) only; there is one earth and one 
potter, one is the creator of all, and all the different forms 
12 
are fashioned by the one wheel." The oneness of God is descri-
bed by Jaisi in Akharawgt with an example of a sword and its 
sheath (Miyan) The text runs as; 
No other than one God only is manifested internally and extern 
nally. In man and nature He is only one. Here Jaisi elaborates 
the oneness of God by an example of a sword that as only one 
sword can be kept in a on^ sheath so also there is one God only 
Who is manifested everywhere, God is the First Being. He is the 
self-caused and every thing is caused by Him. He is the creator 
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of all that exists. He is the sustainer, mover and the ultimate-
cause of all life. He is the source of all existence as well as 
its ultimate goal, the efficient and the final cause and what 
is the ultimate object of desire is the good, God is the First 
Good, All goodness flows from Him, He is the one source not 
only of existence but of goodness also. Every thing comes from 
Him and returns to Him, 
In accordance with the Quranic conception Jaisi's God 
13 
is the Creator without form, unseen and inexplicablej He again 
14 
is explicit, and implied every where in the universe. He has 
15 
begotten neither sons nor daughters nor He Himself is begotten, 
like Quranic beliefs Jaisi's God is unborn who never incarnates 
16 
Himself. He is the Almighty and the Absolute Creator, Neither 
17 
He is near nor is He far but immanent everywhere. The creation 
of God is unlimited and transcedental. His acts and attributes 
18 
are inexplicable. He has numerous attributes and does whatever 
19 
He wants in a moment. In accordance with the spirit of Islam, 
Jaisi accepted the creation of a divine personality e.g. 
Muhammad who has the brilliance like a full moon, First of all 
He created the light (Noor) of Prophet, later on He made the 
world out of the love for the Prophet and appointed hira as His 
raessanger on the earth, TThen all the creatures will be held for 
their deeds done in this world on the day of Ressurrection, 
20 
Muhammad will pray to God for the salvation for of his followers. 
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Ja is i* s conception of God, i s ali'ke to the ot-thndox 
Muslim f a i t h . He also acknowledges a t t r i b u t e s of God, God, in 
h i s opinion, has the a t t r i b u t e s of Beauty (Jamal) Majesty 
( J a l a l ) and Perfect ion (Kamal). In h i s Padamavati, J a i s i perso-
n i f i e s the Beauty of God in the personal i ty of Padamavati axid 
says: 
^ft ^ 3fi%F ^^n^ <rrr , T=R ^^^ "^"^ ^^^^"^ " (^ ' ^ 
The beauty of Padamavati is surpassable to every 
beautious things of the world and she (signifying God) is the 
source of all the beauties in the world. Jaisi says again in 
his Padamavat : 
She is the most beautiful as well as the source of all beau-
tious things e.g. lotus, water, swan and diamond etc. she is 
also uniq.ue in her beauty among all the divines Jaisi further 
says I 
^ W^ ^m -^f^ CRTng^ ^  W II (23) 
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All the physical bodies are the adumberati on of Padaniavati * s 
beauty (signified here as heavenly beauty. 
The other attribute of Grod, is Majesty (Jalal) descri-
bed by Jaisi in his Padamavat as when the seeker (Rataoi-Sina) 
reached Padamavati (Grod*s personality), the devotee was over-
awed gazing her (Majesty) and became unconscious, in which 
state he remained for a long time. Jaisi says* 
^#tr f^tfe-1^1^ ^ ^^t^ , ^ w ^R=c ? ^ <?F^ I 
The poet describes the Majesty (Jalal) of &od in a mystical 
sense. When a seeker regains his consciousness and recollects 
his memory. Jaisi puts this view in the mouth of AlHauddin 
(seeker) in his Padamavat in the following versest 
^f^ liTf !• ^ T^q" ^m" , ?n1% 5r?T P" ^rr ^ T ^ I I 
^f^ 4J^^ l ^ ^ t ^ , m rR ^ f^ i ^ l^W I I 25 
In the mouth of Allauddin (seeker of truth) saysi 
"I saw a tremendous mystery in which I saw a veil but whether 
it was 80 or not I do not know. As well as I saw a pond full 
of water but the water was not fit for drinking. The sky was 
pervading and mingling with the earth, but really it was not 
fi2 
earth. Descending from the sky towards the earth there was a 
high stage (Temple) which seemed to be so close as to be 
touched by hand but could not be touched. In that temple I saw 
an idol breathing with body, but the granduer of that idol 
was like the personification of full moon which could perceive". 
The above poetic passage hints at the granduer (Jalal) 
of God. 
The next attribute of God, is Perfection (Kamal) which 
is described by Jaisi in his Akharawat in the following wayt 
t^^ H «^fW Tm , ^ R =?«? fcT^  ^ 1 26 
"God erected the sky filled with stars like a tent without 
any support of pillars". 
Some similarities are found in the Jaisi's concept of 
God with those of IJpanisadic thought of God. For this compari-
son original texts need to be quoted. In his Padamavat Jaisi 
says, that God has created four elements of air, water, fire, 
and dust and out of these earth and heavens came into existence, 
Hindi text runs as followst 
^%^^ «rnfr wn qcnri 11 27 
In the same way Taitteriya Upanisad runs like this; 
"Prom the self, verily, ether arose, from ether air, from air 
fire, from fire water, from water the earth, from the earth 
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herbs; from herbs food, from food the person". 
B3 
Katha Upanisad saysj "The knowing self i s never bom, 
nor does He die at any t ime. He sprang from nothing and nothing 
sprang from him. He i s unborn, e t e rna l , abiding and primeval, 
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He i s not s l a in when the body i s s l a i n " . 
The same s p i r i t , we find in J a i s i ' s Padamavat in the 
following! 
^ wi ^^ ^^ cT^ ^ "^  I gr ^  ^ R ^  n^- -^ I 
(He has begotten neither son nor daughter, nor Has he any 
father nor mother nor has He any family or relation with any 
feimily, Neither is He born in a physical sense, nevertheless, 
everything is created by Him,and every body is made by Him, 
He is self caused. He was he is and will remain for ever yet 
nothing would be remained), 
Brhad-Aranyaka Upanised saysi 
"Self is the inner controller, the immortal, he is never seen 
but is the seer, he is never heard but is the hearer. He is 
never percieved, but is the perciever. He is never thought but 
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he is thinker". 
Jaisi expressed in Padamavat the similar views as 
followsI 
B4 
5^:T q ^ ^ cp^  pT^ J^ I f^ v^  ^=71^  T^RT T^x ^ I I 
^ qr^ ^  'T^  f^ F^  $5^ I I 32 
"He (God) exists without life, He does every thing wi^ -Iout 
hands. He has no tongue yet He speaks. He is nobile without 
body. He heaxs without ears. He thinks without heart. He 
perceives without eyes." 
Katha Upanisad says; "The sun shines not Lhere nor 
the moon and the stars, these lightenings sMne not, v^ here 
then could this fire be? every thing shines only after that 
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shihing light. His shining ilTumines all this world". 
The Supreme who is the source of all light our 
knowledge cajinot find Kim out. In the same analogy, Jaisl 
wrote in Padamavat : 
m' ^ ^^ -^m TTntr i tm f^ qi^  ^  "^^ M-) -T^ I 
'^^  f^^ c?^ T^  ^ ^ "^rurf I T f T ^ ^fr^ ^^ '-^ ^ 11 
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» The shining of the t ee th of Padamavati i s surpassable to 
the shining of diamond even the shining of diamond i.« she sLedow 
of her l igh t . This l i gh t i s created at the point or tj^ne r.nd 
many of the other l i g h t s were created a f te r t h i s 1-ight , That 
l i gh t shined the other bodies e .g . the sun, the s t a r s and the 
pe«rls ,diamond, and gems e t c . whereever she smiled her smiling 
sca t tered v i r t u a l l y everywhera » Noneof the other l i g h t i s eq a l 
to i t arid even the e l e c t r i c l igh t is not para l le leu to i t , 
"because i t i s a peerless l i g h t , " 
In another place in "Rrhad -Aranyaka Upanigyd i t i s said. 
" This self , ve r i ly , i s the Lord of a l l beings, Mie kind of 
t i l l beings . As a l l the spokes are held together , in t>ie hub 
and feely of a wheel, jus t so in t h i s self , a l l beings, all 
beings, a l l gods , a l l worlds , a l l breathing crea tures , a] 1 
•It; 
'nese selves are held together ",-'-' 
J a i s i expressed in Padamavat t 
^^ r^r^  ^ T R V ^ TRT I ^c^-^ <^ TR ^% ^ 7 ^ I | 
c^rT HTgc?T TR CTNY 1 vtr ^ff ^Tsir xn ^^ ^ M 
u 
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( F i r s t of a l l I pray the l o r d whose ret^ime i s unlli ' iHed f'j'oin 
t h e beginning t o t h e end of the c r e a t i o n ; He r u l e s over every 
t h i n ^ and g ive s the kingdom whom he wants . He makes a kiri^; 
without crown and maJces a poor the k ing wii.h crown . He j s 
match less and nobody i s equal t o Him",) 
I n the forej,oi)-ij passa^^es , we sha l l d i s c u s s 'A^e 
s i m i l a r i t i e s of J a i s i ' s concept of God vjith tha t of up; nis 'adic 
thought of God i n a b i r d ' s eye-view . The syine -jo .^-ouji'- oC "^ od 
we f ind i n the Quran. I n ' S u r a h - i - I k h l a s ' v e r s e s j-u/i i n the 
fo l lowing ; 
" He is God the one and only, God the eternal Absolute. 
He begetteth not ,nor is he begotten and there iy Tjoj^e 1 il e 
upto Him".^ '^  
In Surah-i- Noor ( Light)j 
" k revelation fi'om Him who created the earth and 'A e heavens 
on high", "For thou >rb He .^hat (ever) regardetb us.-^ ^ 
" It is the God who gives honour and ii, is Die God who 
maJtes a man disgrace ," "It is the God vJio creyted ;j^Lt of 
'.be day and day of nljbt",-^" 
I n h i s Padamavat J a i s i sketched a view regr'^-oii^ God 
l i k e Yoga systeui of phi losophy . ^he t e x t rny>& i n the roljo^vi 'g 
v/ay 8 
TT^  r^w qt^ ^ ^ i l f t wyj I TTft ?r t ^ -^ r^fr ^ w^ i 
c;g^ .,j5nT T j^ F^ ^^ I ^mq ^^5^ grr f^^  g t ^ 11 
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i ^ r?rf TTTF ^f^ m^ I ^ ^ i ^ ^ " ^ ^t?i" I 
( The sini i l ial- dvip (God's abode ) i s j u s t li]<e the human 
body. You aJ-e i n d i r e c t l y tiie shadow of th.-'t abode , ?• f'-e ^re 
nine g a t e s i n t h i s f o r t j}Sody)vri>ich are guided by five 
c a p t a i n s of pi-ide ,a j i jcr ,>-,reed l u s t and a t t a c h n e n t . T 'e 
l a s t and t e n t h ;^ate i s hidden and i t i s very d i \ ' " l c i r i t t o 
get i n t h e r e . Only one who know i t s secrecy o n ••e oh Vne.-e 
being as huiftble >ni ant , ) 
The above passage i s nu i t e i n keeping d ' h 'he v'ew of 
PTathayogic p r a c t i c e vme 'e Eathayogis a t t a i n e d rea l i ty iby rein^iir-
in^ e x i s t e n t i n t h e i r o"»'n body through the methods oi" Toga b^ y 
means of a u s t e r i t y and b rea th c o n t r o l , Hathiayagis i-iainly 
emphasise on the nerves ; e . g . Tda,p9ngala and Snsu'nan:-- , I(;a 
i s v/>p'te i n co lour aiid runs on the l e f t s ide , Pl2i^y.la i s red 
and runs on the r i g h t s ide .Susutiiana (spin'-^l chord ) TH B ' i d 
to run in between t : ese two nerves . Kundalii i i ( c o l l e d up n t r e 
c e n t r e ) i s the s to re -house of enevh^y i n hun«a body, Ii tha^'OL.is 
emphasise on t h e p a r a c t i c e of YOt^ a on tbe point o£ ITundalini 
f^ nd go onward t o a t t a i n the s tage of t r a n c e (sa 'cadhi) where 
they cognise the s e l f i d e n t i c a l i-4th r e a l i t y wliere the 
t r i n i t y of knowledge , Lnown and knower beco'ne one ,"'^ 
And i t i s a l s o i n keeping -with the Sufi t r a d i t i o n . 
After ana lys ing the J a i s i ' s concept of God , \ie en le ho 
the conc lus ion t h a t J a i s i made the quran and t h e ort>iadox 
R8 
Muslim belief, the basis of his thought but he Iso seems 
to be highly influenced by that of TJpajiisad UAi-ily by 
Hathayogic thought,' 
(b) Nature of Soult Relation between body and soul :-
Throughout the Sufi literature we find the two aspects 
of the human soul which are generally described as ITafs (Lower 
self) which is some thing other than the soul and is notivated 
by impulses, emotions and feelings and the other is Kuh (the 
higher self) which is used in the Quran as eq.uivalent to 
spirit or the soul as such without q.ualifi cat ions and is 
motivated by reason (aql). All the Sufis are ujianimous that 
the Ruh is immortal, which is the command of God, Again, this 
higher self (Ruh) is also termed as heart (Qalb) Ruh (Jan) 
Sirr (inner consciousness), 
Prom the moral point of view, however, we meet gene-
rally only with Kafs and Ruh, the former representing in man 
the principle of evil and the latter the divine siarle. The 
former belongs to the Alara-i-Khalq. (the realm of the creation) 
and the latter emanating from the Alam-i-Amar (the realm of 
.command). The Sufis believe that the lower self of wan can 
be modified by the realization of truth, Man in his iiiner most 
essence, is always divine, because it is the spirit nf G-od, 
R9 
His spirit contains the liigher types of the reality, his 
body the lower and his heart is the throne of G-od. 
In his famous treatise, Akharawat. Jaisi acce;ts the 
human sould (Jivatama) as the essence of God which he states 
in the following lines: 
ifrf v ^ T?r- Tp" im I ^ ^rr^ w^^ "^ ^ T I I 
^ Vn ^ I T R Twa^<:^ m^f^ ^wr nt 11 43 
There was hidden ocean (God) who rained into the 
eighteen hundred categories of lives in this world and the 
same is poured in every individual in the different forns, 
Jaisi says that a drop of rain in its attribute is lil e the 
ocean the mystery is of which iv'^  difficult to expres.s. One 
can find it out in one self at the cost of losing hi s self. 
Here, there is an intimate ^ d close relation between so\Xl 
and God, God, as Jaisi presents in his poetic collect] oi 
Chitra-Rekha. in the following lines which also deiiot the 
intimacy of individual soul and God. 
.^rq- ^Wr ^ ^ % >^  ^  I ^ipr^r T ^ CJTCR % ^ | 
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i^T T^?rr IFT ^ '^^ ^ ^ I qt T^ ^FT "fTT "^ ^ ftTT I I 44 
(Before the creation of this world God was alone He \/anfcs 
to reveal himself so He created this world like a mirror to 
he reflected^ The same essence of God is reflected in the 
individual's heart. He is neither so far nor so iiear. There 
is duality of individual soul and God until the soul is condi-
tioned by veil hut when it is removed this dualii-y reduces 
into one. The human heart is just like a mirror which can 
perceive the grandeur of God in his ov^oi heart, Differe>.ces 
are due to the power of Tlaya and these differences are true 
to those who are ignorant of it. The world is formed \Ath Maya 
and reality lies in side it, as the fire in the wood and 
butter in the milk, but only tlose can realise this who 
steedfastly seek it".) 
These poetic verses of Jaisi are quite in Keefin^ 
with the traditions of the Prophet; "I was a hidden treasure; 
I wished that I should be known, therefore, I created the 
creation, in order to be known". (Hadith) 
It has also the similarity with the vedantic concep-
tion of God, we may q.uote here the text of Brhad-Aranyaka 
Upanisad as the following; 
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"The s e l f of God i s manifested every where i n evecy 
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c r e a t u r e through the magic power of God". 
We f ind the sane s p i r i t expressed by T u l s i Das i n h i s 
famous c l a s s i c a l v/ork of Rama-Oharita Manas, which p o i n t s out 
t h e mon i s t i c concept ion of soul i n t h e fo l lowing nanneri 
^ T « ^ :ft^ viffT^ HI'J Tr I %?T^  <3FFf JT^T5f Wl TPtr I 
I n h i s own l i k e l i n e s s , God made Adam and brea thed h i s 
own s p i r i t i n t o him. J a i s i says i n h i s /Ikharawat. 
^ ^ r r nrcf |- ^T qrrr i i% "w '^CJT ^T^TTT I I 4? 
In connection with the relation of God and individual 
soul, Jaisi interpreted the story of Adam and Satan as given 
in the Quran. In order to appreciate Jaisi's interpretation 
let us give a brief sketch of the storyj 
"The universe and the angels were long in existence 
before the creation of Adam. When God proposed to create Adam, 
he put his proposal before the angels saying that He wished to 
create a being who should represent Him on the earth and as 
His vicegerent". 
"The angels did not relish the proposal and asserted 
their purity and superiority and their incessant praise and 
glorification of Him. The angels apprehended tiiat beiiig would 
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be crual and shed blood on earth. To refute the angels God 
established the dignity of man on the basis of a type of knowle-
dge that the angels did not possess, they were asked to pay 
homage to Adam by prostrating themselves before Eim. All the 
angels obeyed except Iblis, the satan, who refnged out of 
pride looking down upon Adam as a mean creation ofcl?y, "Per 
this crime against God and man, the satan was cursed. He fell 
down from M s dignified position and determined to aver:ge 
himself on His new creature and Eis creator". 
"The satan misled Adaa and Eve ixito eating the fruits 
of a forbidden tree. They acknowledged their sin and ^ 'ere 
given and sent down to live on the earth. Adam v.'as (lii^ riified 
again, but satan kept on in his contempt of man and the ccnse-
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ruent revolt against God". 
The above passage is from the Quran, Surah ^ a<-iarah 
(the cow) verses Fo, IT Surah and it has been exi>ressed in 
liis poetic verses in the book Akharawat which is suimned up 
as follows : 
Adam is sj'-mbolical of humanity in its original essence; 
he is the prototype of man. In the creation of Adam, God 
breathed his own spirit into him. Satan is the persoiJ fication 
of the power of evil (Fafs). 
The account of creation of Iluhammad is given by Jaisi 
in both his poetic treatises of Padamavat and Akharawat; first 
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of all God created the light (llgax) of the Prophet who \'J»S 
the perfect man and the whole of the world was created out of 
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love for him. 
J i l i proved the i den t i t y of God and individual soul 
"by an example of water and i c e . God stands in t}je saiie relat iori 
to human soul as water stands to i c e . Both of them are the 
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same, 
J a i s i also asserted the union of individual soul vdth 
God. J a i s i says i n Padamavat, 
ft ^ W^ ^ <^hTftr I ^ ^ J^ c^ y cFTt gft WT^  I I 51 
(Until and unless Ratan-Sina (signifying individual soul) 
reached Padamavati (a symhol of God), there were the r.umerous 
ve i l s between them hut v/hen he "becomes united with her a l l 
the ve i l s removed a w ^ . People due to t h e i r ignorance d i f f e -
r e n t i a t e between them. Thus, we find tha t the ve i l s beiween 
man and God i s due to man's ignorance. After a t t a in ing the 
l i gh t i n the divine unions, these ve i l s vanish away and one 
cognise the Rea l i t y" ) . 
Relation between body and soul : 
Sufis believe that individual soul i s ihe combination 
of existence and non-existence. Existence i s the essence of 
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God while non-ejci^tfi2iflLS.J^^f man. I t means good a t t r i b u t e s 
in man are of God and bad a t t r i b u t e s are of man. Individual 
soul i s the ray of the l igh t of God i n which a t t r i b u t e s are 
the sparks of divine l i g h t . Anyhow t h i s syarl^ a f t e r Laving been 
eaimated from r e a l i t y t r ies again to re turn to i t s o r ig ina l 
abode which i t w i l l acliieve in the here a f t e r and v/Mch not 
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possible so long as th i s body e x i s t s . 
The object of the soul i s to gain the knowled£_,e of 
God, but i f bhe soul remains ignorant because of i t s excessive 
attachement to t h i s world i t wi l l f a i l to achieve the r ea l 
purpose of i t s existence and w i l l , therefore , undergo inimense 
pain. 
Human soul i s capable of a t t a in ing perfect ion, "an i s 
equipped by nature to pass through successfully by usir^ the 
• reason. Man possesses two souls lower self (Kafs) and higher 
self_jRuJiJ_, ^^® lower self perishes with the body. The s p i r i t -
ual soul (RuJi) survives a f te r the death of the boc3y but i t 
cannot achieve any th ing af te r i t i s sepai?ated from tbe body. 
The lower self i s the vehj.cle for achieving the }^no\vled^e of 
God, "Human q u a l i t i e s l ike hunger, t h i r s t , e t c . , are connecbed 
with body and consequBntly, per ish with i t . But t i e o i a l i t i e s 
l i k e the knowledge and the love of God are qui te indei^endent 
of the body, and being the essence of man human soul v^ill 
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persist after the death of the body". 
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I n h i s Padamavat J a i s i says ; "Tf t h i s body y / i l l have 
to be reduced to d u s t , wliy should one main ta in i t by us ing 
perfumes and s u s t a i n t h e burden of t h i s body? Svery "litrb of 
t h i s body e . g . hand, e a r s and eyes w i l l w i tness ap;ainst theiT-
own f a u l t on the day of R e s u r r e c t i o n . Every [.art of t h i s body 
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w i l l r e v e a l i t s own f a u l t , then how i t would be f o r t , o t t e n " . 
Th i s iB the t r a d i t i o n of t h e Quranic v e r s e s . S\.ira}:v-i-
Yasin pa ra 10 and Para 23 . '.Vhich i s p resen ted by J a i s i i n 
h i s book Padamavat. "When t h e day comes, man wi l l be taZ<en 
aback the Judgment-seat w i l l be e s t a b l i s h e d , Alas fo r t h e 
s i n f u l , who del iberajfely followed e v i l , t h e i r own n a ' u r e and 
a c t i o n s w i l l speal< a g a i n s t bbein. They wi l l face Uie -i-er-lisies 
of punishment", (G 196) Surah- i -Yas in , 
The human body i s the v e h i c l e of soul a)id a l so an 
o b s t a c l e to a t t a i n the goal of human l i f e which J a i s i expla iner 
i n h i s Padar:iavat i n the fo l lowing manner j 
R^Fft^ ^ rr^ pgr ^jjj I ^ T[ ^t^ ^ ^ ^ OTTTT I ! 
3rriJ%- rf^T f^rrpr T ^ , sTmp- ^R ER ^ II 
V I^MPP WT ^ ^ ~W , ^^ ^ cj^ TT ^ I I 55 
I 
(One who mod(ifies one's self before the dea'.h, would not be 
killed by dea^h because one will be close to reality -ifter 
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cognising one 's self, but the soul (Chela) and :>od (::^uru) 
become united. There i s only one existence in body, in soul 
and even in death, God does whatever He wishes because led 
i s a l l powerful").. 
The indivi^dual « soul was inseparable fro;n Trod before 
emnating and comming to t h i s world. As long as i t is Lere in 
human body, i t i s cal led i t s e x i s t e n t i a l period (iTirwasit 
Kala) , This world i s not the rea l abode of soul; i t i s here 
due to h i s excessive attachement to the world, A 'nan prefers 
the worldly l i f e only due to h i s ejscessive attachement to 
the world but the suf is and the vituous people always hanker 
a f t e r death, because they want bo meet t h e i r Beloved God. 
This separation of soul and G-od i s , described by 
J a i s i in his Padamavat in the following; l i nes j 
<3nF^ ^^ TTR g^cT r^ frgr i T ^ f t ^ "^ '^w^ ^ i t^T i 
^ e^ McjiH rrr=r c^r ^[^ \ rj^ WTT^ ^5?TT ^ ^ ^^RJ I I 
g*rg^ ^ '"^m ?TNr i ^'^^w^^ nr^ Ft ^ft^^ ^^ TPSTT I I 
(The words iu t in the mouth of Raja Ratan-Sena (Si^-nifying 
individual soul) i s the view of J a i s i regarding soul . He said; 
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"0 I have l o s t t h e knowledge, I \jas i n the heaven who has 
brought me here i n t h i s mor ta l world . V/ho did t h i s b e n e f i c i a l 
ac t to me i n l o v e , snetched my hidden power and s to le t i uij brea-
t h e , I was s l eep ing t h e r e beneath the shadow of i^lea^ure, "fh.y 
l e t not me keep t h e r e ? Now my body i s l y i n g unconscious here 
and my b r e a t h e s are t h e r e . I do not know, how lon^ T w i l l 
remain here without l i f e ? so i f the dea th sends me the re i t 
would be b e n e f i c i a l fo r me, o the iwise my l i f e i s u s e l e s s h e r e ) . 
J a i s i m y s t i c a l l y expressed the sei-jaratioii of soul and 
'lod. He ex|>ressed the miserab le cond i t i on of soul se[iarH-i,ed 
from God i n s e c t i o n "Laxarai-Satnudra Khunda of Padamavat i n 
the fol lowing } 
3!Frr T ^ ^^r^ ^ TTft 1 ^ TT^ ^ ^tT^ ^TFt 1 I 
CT^ rrjq f^ '^r^ w[f \ gt ^ ^^ ^^ "^^ mi I I 
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(In the above passage words are put in the mouth of 
Padamavati (here signifying soul)« She wants to meet her lover 
(God), She says; "My body is like a sea in which I tif looking 
my lover (God) who is near to me, I am seeking the gem (God) 
who is in my heart, I.Iy heart is like a mirror in \.'hi(jh ny 
lover (God) is being reflected. He is quite near' to my eyes 
and very far to reach Him, Remembering my lover (God, T will 
die to meet Him, Though my lover (God) is in my heart, yet 
it is difficult to meet Him, V/ho will help me to neet Kim? to 
whom I approach for the cause of ray pain. My breathes, daily 
go and return back from there but they are not able to liring 
my message from my lover (God), My eyes are seeking Hiru without 
rest like a sea bird (KodiyaQ who is always flying over the 
water to search a fish over the surface of water. My intellect 
is not helpful to seek him out. Loosing Him (God) I iiave lost 
everything, but if I would be able to meet Him at the cost 
of my life I will do so?" 
The present passage metaphorically points out the 
separation of soul from God, This soul again is yearning to 
meet God; Which is described by Jaisi by using an anology, in 
M s Padamavat of a bride and bridegroom. 'Then a bride £,oes to 
her husbsuad's house from her father's home (the world). Bride 
says; "I am going there from where, I will not come. The ^lace 
where I am going is beyond the seven seas, Neither any one came 
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from there nor send any message. lam going there on the untrod-
den way. I donot know whether I would be in pleasure or pain 
t h e r e . The bride (signifying soul ) , i s saying again, ny fa ther 
unsympathetically i s sending me the re , I donot know who v.ill 
give me a she l t e r l i k e my fa ther . I passed my days pT eaaantly 
i n my f a t h e r ' s house (the world), but who brin^^a t h i s separa-
t ion? I know that t h i s i s the command of my bridegroon (rj-od), 
v^hich cannot be disobeyed. The bride says to others her 
companions to enjoy the present because we donot know whether 
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we wi l l meet again or no t , " 
All these above passages of Padamavat ind ica te J a i s i ' s 
a t t i t u d e towards death. J a i s i takes death as the bridge bet-
ween the lover and the beloved. He loves the death because 
death would provide him aji opportunity to meet h i s beloved. 
The charac te r i sa t ion in J a i s i ' s Padamavat sre pointing 
out the appl ica t ion of J a i s i ' s thought about the knov/ledge cf 
human body, through the means of al legory in a n e t s h e l l , we 
can refer a poetic passage from the t r e a t i s e in the following: 
TTpr TT^ ^irr ^prrj^ ^j:^ I -dipq HIT ^ ^ ^ " ^ "5^^ I I 
^ ^ -pm ^f^ MTPT ^^FTr% I ^fi?. ^ ^ ^ ^ qrr?; 11 so 
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V,'e can sum up t he impl ied e s s e n t i a l meaning of t h e 
above composit ion by J a i s i i n t he fo l lowing symbols; 
1 . Human body i s c h i t t o r g a r h . ) 
j SaliK* Aql- i -Abid 
2 . Llind (Mana) i s Raja EatarwSena. ) "" 
3. Heart Qulb or Ruh i s simghal dvip, 
4 . Wisdom (Maarifa) i s Queen Padamavati, v ^ 
5. Guru (Pir Murshid) i s Hira-Mani parrot , y ^ 
6. Worldly a f f a i r s (Nafs) i s Queen Nagmati. 
7 . Satan i s Eaghav Chetan, v 
8# Maya (ignorance) i s Sultan Allauddin, v z ' - ' \-<' 
The human body which is the abode of the soul, is 
constituted with, the combination of four subtle elements of 
air, water, fire and earth. Jaisi described it in Akharawat 
in the following: 
C. The World and Maya »-
Almost all the sufis are unanimous in saying that God 
is the creator of entire creation, and most of them divided 
this creation into five realms e.g. 
1, Alam^al-Mulk (Phenomenal w o r l d ) , 
2 , Alanwi-Malakut (Angelic w o r l d ) . 
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3» Alam-i - Jahru t ( C e l e s t i a l w o r l d ) , 
4 , A lam- i - I ahu t , 
5, Alajn-i-Nasut. 
I t i s sa id t h a t f i r s t of a l l God c r ea t ed the l i ^ i t 
(Noor) of t he prophet Muhammad out of His own li i : ;ht , and t h e 
e n t i r e world i s made fo r the love of the Prophe t , 
Like o t h e r s u f i s , J a i s i ho lds t h a t G-od c r e a t e d t h i s 
world a t c e r t a i n poin t of t ime , He makes whatever 7e \vii-5jies. 
Fe i s above a l l . He c rea ted t h e e n t i r e world out of f""i s vdl l . 
J a i s i expresses t h i s view i n Fadaixiavat i n the fol'^ o"J±n^ J l n e s j 
TnT=T fTTT ^ W I^T^ ^^'•^ f^ -3r t ^ I I 62 
(He does whatever He li]<e. There i s none to . interfe:r 'e i n Hlf? 
a c t i o n ) . There i s a fai^ous t r a d i t i o n of the rropl^et w; iuh i s 
s t a t e d i n the prev ious pa^e* 
'The manner of c r e a t i o n J a i s i n a r r a t e s i n Fadar'iavat 
i n t h e fo l lowing manner; 
^^PtPr 5'S'FT ^ ^ q-pTTtJ I c^ T^ f^ f f^^  mtnr f^^ cTT^ I I 63 
He goes on saying; 
jm ^ ^ ^m^ ^ m^ \ ^^ - ^ ] ^ f^?f 1^!^ TcpTfr 11 64 
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(.:;od i s pure l i g h t . He created the f i r s t creat ion anu ^ hat 
i s the l i gh t (Koor) of the Prophet who i s the i 'erfect '.an, 
5'or h i s enjoyment he created the heaven, and fo:' t i e l<-ve 
of the Prophet the en t i r e creat ion was crea ted . ) 
fur ther God created the four elements of el.r, va ' e r , 
f i r e and earth for tl'e evolution and compositioi^ of the 
phenomenal world, J a i s i says i n Padamavatt 
The same view i s expresses hy hiii in A3<1\arawat l i k e 
t h i s t 
J a i s i holds the view tha t man i s the suprei le j-p the 
creat ion of God and everything i s made by Him fo/- •vaii e .g . 
the ear th , the sun, the day and the night , the sly and the 
moon, and the fourteen regions, the shadow of the sun, cool 
and hot, sea and r ive r , mountains, and fo r e s t s , herbs nnd 
crops and so on. 
He says in h i s Padamavat : 
THTT W^ ^ Trg f^^nir I ^ ^r=^ ^^^ ^^ qW I I 67 
(God i s immanent in the world everywhere exprestj or t a c i t ) . 
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Ja is i says again i 
q-pTT TJJ^ T^ FT CT|%- Ttr^ rjT TFT TT ^ I | 
w^ ^ >%f^  ^ ^^trr ^5^ ^ ^ II f 8 
(i>od i s manifested ever^nvhere, defined and undif Ined, T see 
the m a n i f e s t a t i o n of t h e g^^aoe of God vhereve r I IODV, bhere 
i s only t h e grace of h i s m a n i f e s t a t i o n , J a i s i says "od TS 
t r u e iiomortal, iniiaovable and pe rpe tua l while a l l ti'e '.^ce-dtiori 
of t h e grace of God i s oY^aii^e&hle' axid c o n t i n g e n t . 
He aga in says i n Padainavat i n which he d e i d c t a the 
n a t u r e of God i n t h e folloY/ing i 
(God was before the t ime , He i s and He wi l l reroain for end 
no th ing wi l l remain excei)t Him.) 
The changeable na tu re of t h i s world i s expressed by 
Ratan-Sena (Symbolising soul ) i n the fo l lowing l i n e s of 
Padamavat : 
^ ^ ^rr^ '^ EfiftT T^^ T 11 F^T T^nr g^ r ^ ^^ i i TO 
n 
s 
(Nothing is permanent in this world and nothing is wort 
living here. This world is like a dream. He again expresse 
the same spirit in bhe following lines in Padamawat i 
^TW ^WT WT^ Wr ^ I f^ f^t -^ 5^rT=T^  ^ ff ^  I I 71 
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(The s t a tus of t h i s world i s l ike a dream in v/hich past thin^js 
never appear aga in) . 
The non- rea l i ty of t h i s world has been spoken V 
Sultan Allauddin by tgj^ing a handful so i l in h i s ^gjid. "'hp 
tex t in Padamavat runs in the following mannert 
wr TWJ c?R F^ iT^ I fr^ iw TfFT '^rpp^r ^^^ 11 72 
(The s t a tus of t h i s world in the opinion of J a i s i i s non-
e t e rna l , contingent and unrea l ) . 
J a i s i holds the views that t h i s world i s not only the 
manifestation of the grace of G-od but also a r e f l ec t ion of 
His grandeur. He wr i tes in h i s Padainavat as f ollowii;:,: 
t^Ti^ m^ ^f^ ' T ^ "tW 1 ^ t^%" "W T ^ ^ ^ I 
q T ^ r - W H T ^ ^ T T ^ I nr f^TTTT^ c^  VMM " ^ t ^ M 
"^m ^ t ^ " ^ M?r , ^TF ^^ T^ ^VT I I 73 
(Padamavati (Padamavati has been described here as tlie svmbol 
of moon 8Jid the l i ^ h t of G-od) i s the cause of smiling l o t u s . 
Her beauty i s sca t tered everywhere in every object of t }ie 
world and every object of the world r e f l e c t s the beauty of 
Padamavati l i k e the re f l ec t ion of mirror . She i s loo"'.^ing tlie 
JkrT5irtng-^ Wre r e f l ec t ion of her own beauty, Lotus beooftt-s her 
eyes, the water her shadow of the body, the swan Iter sr-iles 
and diamond and gems the l igh t of her t e e t h ) . 
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Here is a metaphor of the beauty of Padaraavati as 
the beauty of God which is reflecting everywhere in the world. 
Almost a similar view of reflection expressed in the above 
passaise is found in the Upanisadic thought. Katha Upanj sed 
says : 
"As fire which is one, entering in this world become 
varied in shape according to the object (it burns), so also 
the one self within all beings become varied according '.o 
whatever (It enters) and also exists outside (them all)." 
"As air which is one, entering this world becomes 
varied in shape according to the object (it enters) so also 
the one self within all beings becomes varied according to 
whatever (it enters) and also exists outside (them all)." ^ T 
The entire world is like a mirror in which the reflec-
tion of the grandeur of God is being reflected. This theory 
of reflection we find in Sufism and in Vedant but while Vedant 
accepts the theory in an episteraological way this theory is 
emotional in the Sufi system. 
V/e have a burning example to support the tlieory of 
reflection by giving the text from Jaisi's Akharavvat in the 
following manner t 
T^^ Tfr HTFT cp5w , ^ ^ qr^ ^Tft t r r 11 
^ ^ f^ 'WTW , ^ T R ^ m ^t ^ ^ y I 75 
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(Only one self is existiiig in every object of the world such 
as one water is filled in many pots and the reflecticii (^f 
the one sun is reflected in everyi^ot). 
One image is varied in every object of the v;or]d, God 
is immanent in the world whether exr_,ress or tacit, there js 
a manifestation of His grace. That is why world see as to be 
attractive and decent though it is unreal, c?iaJioeal)le and non-
eternal. Everything is movable and contingent riere, "iCvery 
Pleasure is unreal; nevertheless, there is a reflection of 
the grandeur of Q-od in thenu Tn the shape of variety, }^)e^ e 
is only one existence. 
In brief, like other sufis, Jaiai holds the v^ iews in 
the creation of the world, that uod created t}ie light after 
his own light. This light is the efficient cause o_^  'lis world. 
The subtle elements of air, water, fire and eartli are riade 
after this light, God created seyen regions, fourteen li^ 'kas, 
day and night, the sun and the moon, planets and stars, stm 
and shadow, hot and cool, cloud and thunder, -aouTitains end 
rivers, sea and fishes, diamond and gems, forest and herbs, 
plants and trees, animals and birds and varieties of pleasures 
and also the sky which is erected without ajiy sui^ -^ort of 
pillars. 
At last God created the human being and i.he varieties 
of food for Him. Again, God made the king and kingly pleasures, 
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a l l the luxurious th ings , wealth and greed, l i f e and death 
p l e a s u r e and pain, happiness and worries e t c . God wade some 
as beggars and some r i c h , some masters and soiae se-. 'vanls, so.ne 
d i s a b l e d and some h e a l t h y . Re a l s o made poison arid i iHc'er, 
sugar and honey; i n s e c t s gjid r a t e s ant and sooriiiony, v'-evil 
and ghost and gods e t c . i n the e igh teen hundred c a t e g o r i e s 
of l i v e s . In t h i s sense ; God i s the c r e a t o r , s u s t a i t e r , pnd 
the des^^royer of the world and i s only e t e r n a l nnC inuiutable , 
TiO account of T-!aya i s a v a i l a b l e througl^out the Sufi 
l i t e r a t u r e except I n d i a n sufism. I t i s obvious, t h a t '^he oon-
ceo t ion of Mava i s bhe product of I n d i a n Sufi mirid w^  ich was 
— ^ 
influenced by the Indian thought e.g. Yadant etc, ^ liese snfiw 
\ 
hold the view that the Ilaya is the creative power of C5-ou, 
The conception of !-Iaya as we find in the different s/Ktems 
of Hindu philosophy resembles the form of the Kafs (or lower 
self) in the system of Indian luuslim sufis. T'usiiin sun such 
•^^i s Jaisi wherever uses the term Maya it is equivalent t o ^ that is the satanic power in man. It takes bhe differenf-, forns 
v;hich will be clear when we gobhrough Jaisi's writings for 
exgjnple Padamavab and Akharawa'b. 
For examples : 
1. Waya as the symbol of ignorancet- The concept of inaya 
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intimately related with that of ignorance. There are passages 
in Jaisi*3 writings where world of experience is traced to be 
the force of ignorance. Jaisi puts the words in the mouth of 
the parrot (a symbol of pir or guru). He says in the following 
lines t 
FT ^ WT[ T=n "^ ] ^ q t? ^ TT cprr 11 
PT ^ T^|T!T crrr ifTT I I ^  qt? ^  ^R ^ T I I 76 
(The parrot says; "V/hy God has created this greed of appetite 
which is the cause of Jiva's death like the poison A bird 
hunter throws some food grains and spread the net to catch the 
birds. The birds forced with its greedy appetite, finds itself 
trapped as soon as it take the grain. In like i-ianner individual 
soul due to ignorance has excessive attachment with naya and 
never gets out of it and undergoes immense troubles). 
2. Maya as the cause of vices :- T.Iaya is the root of all evils, 
it comes in the heart of a man in the way of thinking. The man 
in the clutch of maya performs the bad actions and develops a 
bad character. In another verses Jaisi declares that it is the 
maya which is the root cause of vices. In the following lines 
the parrot (as a pir) is saying to king Ratan-Sena in Padamavatt 
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^Ijm m crf^fr^ cf?rr i %t ^rr ^ff ^TT tt2rT i 
^^ T^ ^frf^ tn* T=r]^??TTTr i VT r^f^ t^% ^ TI^PTT I I 77 
(You are a king so why are you wearing such a dress of yogis, 
while there are ten ways in your tody and five thjeves, lust 
anger, greed, pride and attachment are robbing tLe treH,,sure 
in your body. The treasure in the body is tlie right tllinJ^ ing, 
right actions and right ways etc. that are to be maintyiiiod. 
These thieves wonder at the every gate of yoL;r body \;hr> are 
following you like the shadow following the lamp and are lootii:ig 
your house by day and rdght by making light an it, oad thinking 
is synonymous to maya and it is equivalent to llafs of sufi 
system which is responsible for the degradation of aoul to 
attain perfection). 
In the above lines Maya or Nafs represents one's own 
greed and lust. In the clutches of this force a nan indulges 
in the worldly affairs, 
3. Maya as a hiding truth and misrepresentation for the union 
of soul and God: "aya has two functions of conceal.:;ient of 
real and the projection of unreal. The world of variety screens 
up from the real. Since maya is deceptive in character, it is 
called false knowledge. Jaisi says in Padamavat in the following 
lines J 
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(Until and unless I could not realize the truth there were 
numerous veils in between the self and God but when I realised 
that nothing is hidden to me, ITow I have the real knowledge, 
and nothing is concealed to me). 
There is wonderful projection of unreal and uncertainty 
in the mind of man when he is in the clutch of Maya, Jaisi puts 
the words to express this spirit by the mouth of Allauddin to 
Raghav-Chetan, in Padamavat in the following lines i 
t"^ W^ ^f^ "!!• ITT I vWT y'^^TT qz ^ ^f^ (Wf I 
wn ^sw wp^ ^t ^m I vWT tn% k ?rrPT ^ ^mi 11 79 
(I am seeing a tremendous mystery; numerious v e i l s but whether 
i t was so or no t . T saw a pond fu l l of water but tha t v/as not 
f i t for dr inking. The sky i s pervading on the side of ear th, 
but again, i t was so or n o t ) . 
In the above l i n e s J a i s i says; so long a man re^aains 
in the t raps of h i s Fafs or T/Iaya he does not see the real 
p ic ture of any th ing . 
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4* Maya as the deceptive and fraudulent in character »-
The deceptive character of Maya, i s described i n h i s 
Padamavat by J a i s i , i n the a f f a i r s of Ratan-Sena and Sultan 
Allauddin. Fraudulently Sultan gave a be te l leaf bo Ratgja-Sena 
in a pleasant raood. He wanted to get Padamavati who was l i ke a 
gem. The text runs in the following » 
^mj gtleT ^ ^ h , qH WTf^  tt^ t ^ I 
^^ T r ^ -^jf gr ^ g ^ qnT*T o?r^ 11 s o 
Ratan-Sena agreed on the i^ropoeal of Sultan Allauddin, to see 
him off upto the gate of his f o r t . On reaching the gate the 
king was caught by Sultan f raudulent ly . The following l i n e s 
support the above view : 
W\f^ t=l TPT ^ "it^ I gpR" FTT c?P^ Trf^  ^fm I I 
(Having heard the benef ic ia l t a lk ing by Sultan Allauddin, the 
King Ratan-Sena became very happy, t r u s t i n g on him he went out 
of the for t to see off bhe Sultan who was outwardly affect ionate 
with the king, held the king in h i s custody. I t was proved as 
a fraudulent act ion to Ratan-Sena by Sultan as a poison. The 
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equal quanti ty of honey and bu t te r mixing up mal<.es the £'Oison, 
which i s sweet l i ke the nector in the t a s t e which convert in to 
poison having reached in the stomach. So did the Sultan with 
the iling Eatan-Sena as h i s t a lk ings were l ike the nector and 
act ions were l i ke a poison). 
In the above verses , J a i s i wants to show e. Irnudulent 
nature of the ITafs or IJaya, 
5. Maya as f a l s e , movable, unreal and changeable:-
J a i s i uses the term ma^ '^^ a as equivalent to "afs of 
Sufis, which i s traced in h i s wri t ings in Padamayat aiid 
Akharawat, Some more here are the some statements which support 
the above views J-
Ff^ tpr ^Wn T=R ^ I 
^ ^ T^T^  "3^ T ^W I 
^w ^ ^^v^ -^ n"^ ^ "^^ "HT^  ^^^^ I 
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(We can sum up the above statements of Jaisi in the fcllowing 
manner { 
1• Maya is false. 
2. Prom the spiritual point of view maya is unreal but real 
from the point of view of the material world, 
3. Maya is changeable. 
4. Both the human body and maya are of perishable nature that 
cannot exist for ever. 
5. Sea (in the form of a teacher) gives the teachings to Raja 
Hatan-Sena when he is in the clutch of Maya or "afs. Gn the 
ethical level sea addressed the king; "0 foolish donot 
conceal this wealth. It will never be beneficial to any one 
but on the other hand it is injurious like the yoison, so 
donot conceal it like the snake in the peril to be suffered''. 
Jaisi asserts the wealth as maya or TIafs as the enemy 
of human being, 
6. None could gain from the excessive wealth, because if any 
one who stores it.. It would be injurious to hiia because it 
begets pride which ruins him. This is expressed in Padajnavat 
by Jaisi in the words put in the mouth of sea (Symbol of 
real knowledge), 
7. Again he says; "If you are not able to bear the burden of 
the wealth or Maya or Nafs, it is better to throw it into 
the water and complete your Journey". 
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Thus we saw the role of Nafs or Maya as pointed out 
by Jaisi in order to achieve the reality and to attain the 
divine light. One must have control over Hafs or "aya. 
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CHAPTER lY 
"The Ethical Philosophy of Jaisi" 
1« Main features of Muslim ethics before Jaisi »-
It is but obvious that the Quran is the basis of 
Islam. Like so many other doctrines and thought of Islam 
ethical thought too flourished in Islam with the dawn of the 
Quran> Firstly, this thought was high lighted by the early 
theologians. Initially, it was confined largely t6 two proble-
ms : The knowledge of the good and the right, and the problem 
of the basis of moral obligation. The development of the moral 
ideal was a task undertaken later on by the Sufis and philo-
sophers. The early Sufis however, were not primarily concer-
ned with the exposition of their ideal, they only practised 
it. 
The early Muslim philosophical thought did not clearly 
distinguish between ethics and polities. Miskawaih was the 
first to disengage ethics from.polities and he rightly 
deserves to' be called the father of Muslim ethics. He occu-
pies a unique position in the history of Muslim thought, 
gave an independent status to ethics and made it a part and 
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parcel of Islamic sciences, and his influence is traceable 
to all subsee[Qent writers on ethics, Miskawaih*s credit lies 
in his effort to reinterpret Islamic ideals in terms of Greek 
philosophy. 
The ethical system of Miskawaih is the most outstan-
ding achievement of ethics in Islam, Miskawaih, for the first 
time, wrote a special and separate treatise on ethics known 
as Tahdhib al-Akhlaq, Although the metaphysical and psycholo-
gical basis of his ethics is neo-platonism, he has employed 
this Greek medium to present the values and ideals of his 
own culture and religion. In ethics, ma^or source drawn upon 
by Miskawaih is Aristotle, He is particularly fond of Aristo-
tle* a doctrine of the mean, idea of happiness, view of 
morality as a social interprise and conception of Justice, 
Happiness (Saadah), the central problem of ethics in 
Islam, is the problem of the end or the ideal of human life. 
Ethics is the science par-excellence of this ideal, Muslim 
ethics is completely teleological, 
Miskawaih is one of the main representative of 
ethics in Islam, Saadah for him is the central and basic 
problem. His first book on ethics, Al-Saadah is devoted 
exclusively to this problem, Miskawaih says; "One cannot 
attain to perfect Saadah without learning all kinds of wisdom 
and philosophy, there is no short cut here. Both kinds of 
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perfections, theoretical and practical, are essential, and 
my purpose in writing the Tahdhib after Al^Saadah is nothing 
except that the highest Saadah which is the end of true 
philosophy may become clear from my discussion in both the 
books, and the soul may purify itself and prepare for this 
1 
ultimate end. 
No exact equivalent of Saadah in English is available 
and generally term used for it is happiness which is not a 
satisfactory eq^uivalent. Saadah is a comprehensive conception, 
including in it happiness, prosperity, success perfection, 
blessedness and beautitude. 
In the opinion of Miskawaih, Al-Saadah is the chief 
good or the final end. 
Does Saadah consists in pleasure, honour, wealth and 
health or in all of them taken together Saadah does not 
consist in them. The answer is provided by the concept of 
proper function. The idea of proper function and the identi-
fication of happiness with its perfect realization is 
2 
Platonic. 
We can sum up the idea of proper function in the 
following manner; all existing things in the universe have 
powers, dispositions and function of their own by which they 
are distinguished from all the rest for which they are 
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created. A thing is good if it serves its own special purpose 
and served in the required way. For example, a sword is meant 
for killing. That sword is therefore, the best and most per-
fect which cut sharp and deep. The same is the case with 
3 
everything other. 
In the light of the above statement we come to the 
point that the working of this law is far more evident in 
the case of soul,which is the peculiar in nature. Therefore, 
the goodness of man lies in the performance of the function 
which is peculiar to him. The distinctive feature of man, is 
his reason, and the peculiar function of man says Miskawaih, 
is the perfection of his rational faculty. In fact, Saadah 
in its real sense is true for human beings only. 
There are two kinds of reason, theoretical and prac-
tical. Theoretical reason is the pure activity of thought 
and the practical reason is to act according to reason. 
Corresponding these two reason we have the theoretical and 
practical perfection or Saadah. Miskawaih calls the theoreti-
cal as the ultimate perfection, and the practical as the 
proximate or moral perfection. Miskawaih makes the use of 
an anology to explain the idea or proximate and the ultimate 
Saadah, from art and other from nature. The proximate perfec-
tion of the stomach consists in digesting food, and its 
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ultimate perfection lies in making up the deficiency of 
energy in the body. In the same way, the proximate perfection 
of man lies in acting according to reason, but his ultimate 
perfection lies in the pure activity of thought, A man however, 
cannot attain to complete Saadah unless he combines both the 
perfections. 
The reason providing theoretical perfection is the 
ultimate Saadah, superior to and more valuable than moral 
perfection. One can rise to the zenith of this perfection 
only through correct observation, keen insight, consistent 
thinking, true beliefs, fiiro convictions and vivid and clear 
knowledge of the highest being. Moral perfection in short, 
consists in virtue. Moral perfection is synonymous with that 
of practical perfection. Practical and theoretical perfections 
conceived as the means and ends, Miskawaih says, theoretical 
and practical perfection aire of form and matter. He says both 
perfections are complement to each other, none can be fully 
realized without the other. 
Though goods of fortune like, noble birth, wealth 
and beauty are not essential to Saadah, nevertheless, they 
add to its perfection, Saadah includes a considerable extent, 
besides intellectual wisdom and moral excellence soundness 
of health and senses, wealth, fidends good name and social 
success. 
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Saadah, howerer, is not without its own pleasures, 
it is really the most pleasant achievement. Perfect Saadah 
as consisting in the highest activity, intellectual or 
intuitive and moral combined with the greatest and purest 
pleasure. The vision of God was the acme of this Saadah and 
was realiasable only in the next life. 
According to Miskawaih, these two kinds of virtues 
which a man possesses are spiritual and corporeal. The spiri-
tual is completely independent of the body, it is the basis 
for man* s participation in the life of angels in the higher 
world. The corporeal is an animal virtue. Perfect Saadah is 
realizable only in a way of contemplation of the intelligibles, 
and it can be attsdned in this life and the next. 
The ideal man of Miskawaih has perfect knowledge of 
all that exists. This becomes possible for him, because he 
looks all things in their universal essence, not as particu-
lar; and who knows the universal knows the particular also. 
Those who attain to this Saadah are always happy. 
Their thoughts are noble, their expectations high and their 
minds at peace. Their life is regulated, their desires are 
submissive to their reasons, their faculties developed and 
their virtues profound and comprehensive. They are not 
disturbed by what happens around them. 
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Those who resieh. the acme of Saadah are either philo-
sophers or prophets or the Immams. This is too high an ideal 
for a common man. Only a few extra-ordinary gifted persons 
can rise to its gigantic heights, and they, too, not without 
divine grace. 
Miskawaih's basic conception of virtue is, platonic. 
He deduces the four cardinal virtues-wisdom, courage, tempe-
rance and Justice from the three faculties of the soul. 
Courage is the virtue of the spirited soul. Spirited soul 
means that faculty of the soul which expresses itself in 
anger, displays vigour and energy in pursuits, ventures in 
dangers, and strives for domination, promotion and varities 
of honour. Courage consists in the moderate and harmonious 
working of the spiritual soul. Courage is governed by the 
right principles it partakes of and is implied in wisdom. 
There can be no courage without wisdom. Certain extent of 
fear is necessary condition of human courage. The courage of 
lion is unmixed with fear, it is instinctive. Complete absence 
of fear is the mark of animal courage. Insensibility of fear 
is a disease not a virtue. 
Temperance is the virtue of the appetitive or the 
bestial soul. Temperate is the person who gratifies his 
desires in the right measures, in the right way, at the right 
time and in the right situation. A truly temperate man is 
one whose appetites willingly submit to his reason, and the 
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suhmission becomes part of his character. Temperance pre-
supposes the presence of desires, and the possibility of 
their gratification. It does not lie in complete annihila-
tion of desire, which is a vice aad not a virtue. 
Wisdom is the virtue of the rational and discrimi-
natory soul, when it functions with moderation, does not 
over reach itself, and has all its energies directed towards 
understanding true sciences, we can attain knowledge, and 
following it comes wisdom. Wisdom constists in understanding 
all that exists in its essential aspects, e.g., divine and 
human. 
Justice is the most important of all virtues. Courage 
temperance and wisdom are virtues of particular faculties of 
soul, but Justice is the virtue of the entire soul. Miskawaih 
defines Justice as; "The virtue of the soul attained as a 
result of the combination of the three virtues discussed 
above*."That is", he explains "It occurs when the different 
faculties of the soul perform their own functions with 
moderation, and work together in harmony surrendering willing* 
ly to the discrimination without encroaching upon one another 
4 
by pursuing ends contrary to their respective nature", 
Srue to the Platonic psychology Miskawaih considers 
Justice as the perfection of the entire soul, achieved as a 
result of the perfection of all its faculties. There are 
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three kinds of Justieej Justice within the self. Justice in 
relation to other Man and society and Justice in relation 
to &od. 
The most important feature of Miskawalh's ethics is 
of social character. Saadah and the virtues, says Miskawaih, 
can be realized only in the society, therefore, for etnical 
practice society is "but an indispensible, 
Al~Ghazali (1058 -1111 A.P.) : 
No sound ethical system is possible without a firm 
psychological foundation. Al-Ghazali as a true thinker, set 
out to examine the psychological nature of man, and discorers 
that all psychological phenomena originated in the self. The 
self, as Al-Ghazali calls it, is the essence of man. It is 
the spiritual entity which abides in his physical body and 
controls his organic and psychological functions. According 
to Al-Shazali, the soul can be expressed by four terms, 
QeuLb (heart). Ruh (soul), Nafs (lower soul) and Aq.1 (intellect 
or reason). 
Apprehension includes, the outer senses, riz., sight, 
hearing, taste, smell and touch, with their special sense 
organs, the inner senses, riz., common sense, imagination, 
reflection, recollection and memory. Unlike the five special 
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senses, the ioner senses have no special organs but are 
located in the regions in the brain, Por instance, memory 
is located on the hinder lobe of the brain, the power of 
imagination is located in the frontal lobe of the brain and 
the power of reflection is located in the middle folds of 
the brain. 
Appetite, anger and apprehension are common to man 
and animals. The self of man possesses two additional quali-
ties which distinguish him from animals, enable him to 
attain spiritual perfection. They are Aql (reason or inte-
llect) and Irada (will). Intellect is the basis of knowledge. 
Knowledge can be acquired not through the senses but only 
through the intellect. 
There are then six powers included in the self of 
man, viz., appetite, anger, impulse, apprehension, intellect 
and will. Appetite is derived from the beastly, anger from 
the ferocious and intellect from the divine. Thus there are 
four elements in the nature of man; the sage, the pig, the 
dog, and the devil. The sage in him is intellect, the pig 
is his lust and gluttony, the dog is anger and ferocity, the 
devil is the brute, 
Man occupies a position midway between animals and 
angels; and his distinguishing quality is knowledge. He can 
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either rise to the level of the angels with the help of 
knowledge, or fall to the level of the animals by letting 
loose his anger and lust. It is, therefore, knowledge which 
helps the growth of the divine elements in him and makes 
5 
possible the realization of the ideal. 
Knowledge is one of the comer-stones of Al-Ghazali's 
ethical system. Morality and good conduct are not possible 
without it. Knowledge has two aspects, formal and existential. 
In the formal knowledge the various objects of experience and 
intuition are apprehended. Existential is the knowledge of 
subjects and events attained through experience and intuition. 
Existential knowledge has two kinds, viz., phenomenal and 
spiritual. The former is the knowledge of the material world, 
while the later is of spiritual realities, e.g, God, soul 
etc, knowledge of the spiritual realities is the highest 
form of knowledge. It depends on intuition. 
Knowledge serves a two-fold purpose. It is first, 
an apprehension of the objects and their significance; and 
secondly, a guide to conduct. Itnowledge is divisible into 
two parts Ilm al-Muamala (the science of conduct) and Ilm al-
Mukashafa (the intuitive knowledge of God), Ilm al-Mukashafa 
is the end and culmination of Ilm al-Muamala, 
The problem of the freedom of will because of its 
great ethical significance, received the close attention of 
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Al-Grhazali. There are three aspects of this problem i 
1. According to Al-Ghazali, the human character can be 
changed and improved, certainly implies that man possesses 
some degree of free will. He divides mankind into four classesi 
the ignorant, ignorant and misguided, ignorant, misguided 
and wicked and derilish. 
2. The world of mind (Reason, will and power) which is 
the bridge between Alam al-Mulk and Alam al-Malakut reveals 
how far man is free, Al-Ghazali analysis the processes in 
human mind leading to action, and points out the limits of 
human freedom and determinism. 
The ideas which leads to the operation of the will 
are of two kinds. They either lead to good action or to evil 
action. These two types of actions are due to the dual nature 
of man, known as the divine and the satanic. The divine 
influence which enables the heart to do the good actions, 
is called the divine aid. The satanic element is the mal 
functioning of the appetion and instincts. The devil can use 
may gates for entering the heart, but the angelic element 
has only one, e.g., reason. However, concentration of mind 
on God will greatly promote good ideas and check bad ones. 
Idea is naturally and necessarily followed by inclination. 
Man cannot intervene. 
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Al-Grhazali discusses three types of human action : 
Natural action, intentional action and voluntary action. 
All actions in which an alternative is possible and reason 
ma}ces a choice are voluntary actions, for example, reading 
a book etc* 
So far as the natural or intentional actions are 
concerned, human will is not free. 
3« Al-Ghazali, on the other hand, maintains that man 
can make or mar himself, he is free to choose; but on the 
other hand he believes that God disposes or determines what 
shall happens. Nothing happens without His will. All that 
happens in heaven and on earth proceeds from Him. To maintain 
God's omnipotence Al-Ghazali considers it necessary to reject 
the efficient theory of causation. 
"God alone is the efficient cause, but the ignorant 
6 
have misunderstood and misapplied the word power". 
Al-Ghazali, denies cause in the sense of a power 
when applied to things other than God. 
From one point of view man himself, is the author 
of his actions, from another it is God, 
Thus we have the apparent paradox that man is deter-
mined in his freedom. Al-Ghazali uses an allegory to illus-
trate his views as how far human will is determined and how 
far it is free. 
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All human activities are directed towards some end, 
Al-Ghazali calls the ultimate end as Saadah ("blessedness). 
He says that the Saadah of every thing consists in the reali-
zation of perfection peculiar to the nature of that particular 
thing. Pood and drink are Saadah of the animal nature whereas 
the apprehending of the essence of thing is a Saadah charac-
terise of man alone. The perfection peculiar to man consists 
in his developing the higher faculties and apprehending truth 
by means of pure reason without the aid of sense-perception. 
The ultimate end is called summum Bonum by philoso-
phers. Al-Ghazali calls it as-Saadah al-Haqiqiya (the real 
blessedness). According to him it consists in the realization 
of the vision of God in the next world. This consists of 
seven elements : Life without death, pleasure without pain, 
wealth without poverty, perfection without defect, Joy without 
sorrow, honour without disrespect and knowledge without 
ignorance; all these will be eternal and will never diminish. 
Knowledge is the highest Saadah; the supreme end in this 
world is the perfect love of God, 
Al-Ghazali is quite in agreement with that of Ibn 
Miskawaih but he presents his theory of Saadah in much 
detail than Ihn Miskawaih. 
Regarding the types of ends (Saadah) and their signi-
ficance in relation to the ultimate end Al-Ghazali says that 
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that all other ends are means to the achievement of the 
knowledge of God, They are of four kinds t 
1, The excellences ingrained in the human nature (Padail 
al-Tawfiqiya) • Man cannot take a single step without the 
help of God, The gift of God manifested itself in different 
forms e,g, Hidaya, Rushd, Tasdid and Taid, 
2, The excellences of environment (Padail al-Mutifiya) 
are external to the body such as wealth, position, family, 
friends and social status, though not necessary but are 
helpful in the achievement of end to some extent, 
3« The excellences of the body (Padail al-Badaniya) : 
Such as health, strength, long life and beauty, help in the 
realization of spiritual perfection and are desirable as 
ends and means both. 
4-» The excellences of the soul (Padail al-Nafsiya) j 
This constitute the crown of human efforts. The highest 
excellence of the aoul of man is knowledge. It is the highest 
Saadah. The body is the vehicle of the soul, the soul is the 
abode of knowledge and knowledge is the end of man, the 
purpose for which he has been created. The highest kind of 
knowledge is knowledge of God, His attributes and actions. 
Man's love for God, which is the supreme end in this 
life and, the vision of God which is the ultimate end in the 
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next life, are direct consequences of the knowledge of God, 
Knowledge can he acquired through Taqlid, observa-
tion, logical reasoning, contemplation and intuition. The 
achierement of the knowledge of God and His works brings 
about human perfection. Al-Ghazali consequently recommends 
empirical approach in the following manner: 
1• Knowledge of the world should be regarded as a 
preparatory ground for the next life. The soul has come to 
stay here for a short while in order to gain knowledge and 
love of God, 
2. Knowledge of the conditions after deaths such as 
the existence of the next world, punishment after death, the 
hell, rewards for virtuous deeds in heaven and immortality 
of soul leads one to the majestic power and knowledge of God. 
Al-Ghazali*s belief in the world to come is based on intui-
tive knowledge and practical experience, 
3« Knowledge of the soul is the key to the knowledge 
of God. The happiness of the soul depends on the knowledge 
of God, which further depends on the contemplation of the 
divine works iriiich can only be known through the senses. 
Knowledge is attained by soul in two ways; (i) through study 
and deduction; secondly, through intuition and revelation. 
This knowledge is certain. It is the knowledge of the super 
sensuous world. It is of two kindsj Ilham and Wahy, 
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4, Knowledge of God helps man to perfect himself. 
Knowledge ifliioh gives the greatest pleasure, is the knowledge 
of God, His q.ualities. His actions, His disposition of 
affairs which takes place in the heaven and on the earth. 
Al-Ghazali maintains that the knowledge of the soul is the 
key to the knowledge of God. "He who knows his self knows 
God", is a well known tradition from the prophet. It is in 
this sense that the Prophet said, "God created man in his 
own likeness". 
Knowledge of God is related to love of God, Love is 
natural inclination towards objects that give pleasure. The 
highest and most complete love is associated with intuition, 
the highest type of knowledge. The impulsion to love may be 
broadly attributed to four causes: Love of self. Love of 
benefactor for the benefits received from him. Love of beauty 
and love based on affinity between two souls, 
Al-Ghazali explains that God alone is the worthy of 
love. In short, love, is the essence of religion. All the 
highest social and moral virtues are born of man's love for 
God, 
Al-Ghazali upheld the view that in accordance with 
Islamic principles the ultimate end of a man's endeavour in 
this world is the love of God which will beget vision of 
God which one will enjoy in the life hereafter. The percipient 
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experience the highest bliss in his vision of God, This 
happiness is due to his love for God, There are two conditions 
which a man must fulfil in order to (qualify himself for having 
God's vision, via,, knowledge and lave of God, 
Ethics of the Indian Sufis before Jaisi :-
No systematic study on the ethics of Sufis in India 
is available before Jaisi. We can deduce the ethical systems 
of Indian Sufis from their religious and metaphysical thought. 
Knowledge of God :-
Knowledge of God can be attsdned only through the 
self knowledge but not through intellect. There is a famous 
tradition of the Prophet and the classical tenet of Sufism, 
"Man Arafa Hafasahu Faq.ad Arafa Habbahu", (One who cognises 
his own self, certainly cognises God), According to Shaikh 
Hamiduddin Sufi; there are four faculties in man; senses, 
NsLfs (lower self), Qalb (heart) and Ruh (soul). The complete 
knowledge of the nature of these faculties and their working 
is indispensible for the good conduct and purification of 
7 
the heart from .all the human infirmities, 
Sufis laid great emphasis on Gnosis (Marifat), They 
were of the opinion that intellect is helpless in cognising 
God, God can be cognised only through Gnosis, They were of 
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the opinion that Snosia is the essence of man*s soul, salva-
tion and iamortality of man lies in its attainment. And 
Gnosis is attained by the purification of the heart from 
human infirmities. This purification leads to love of God, 
which is the end of human life. Knowledge of the soul is 
the key to the knowledge of God. 
In the system of Shaikh Hizamuddin Auliya intellect 
is an impediment in the way of intuition. Shaikh Nizamuddin 
says; "One who is in the realm of intellect, attains something 
hy means of self-evident or acquired knowledge, and gets 
satisfaction through it, cannot have access to the spiritual 
8 
region". 
There is a contradiction between intellect and love. 
According to Shaikh Nasiruddin intellect is helpless in 
cognising God. It is only love with the help of which one 
9 
can reach God, 
The views of Shaikh Nasiruddin regarding knowledge 
closely resemble with those of Shaikh Shihabuddin Suhrawardi, 
Knowledge, in his opinion, is the gift of God to human heart 
10 
and Gnosis is the realization of this fact. 
Preedom of will :-
It is one of the most important problem in the 
ethical systems of Indian Sufis. Shaikh Hamiduddin says that 
the creation is made in accordance with the will of God, 
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He says that not a single leaf falls from a tree and no 
grass grows ©n earth without His will. But no argument can 
he put forward for the creation of such an order. He emphap-
sised on the sovereignty of God, on the one hand, and the 
limited freedom of the human being, on the other. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin asserts that man is free in his 
own effort, but this effort of an individuals intimately 
connected with the grace of God. Grace of God plays an 
important role in Islam. Islam undoubtedly supports that 
God helps the individuals in the form of grace (Tawfiq.), 
guidance (Eushd) etc. at every step and without the help of 
God individuals can do nothing. But the help of God is only 
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for those who help themselves. 
In dealing with the problem of * freedom of will* 
Shaikh Hizamuddin neither favours the Mutazilites nor the 
Asharites . He has his own views which are based on the 
spirit of the Quran and are very much similar to those of 
lumi. 
Mutazilites unambigously affirmed the freedom of 
human beings. Thus they imposed a limitation on the soverei-
gnty of God. Asharites, in order to safeguard the sovereignty 
of God, denied the freedom of human beings. 
Shaikh Nizamuddin, on the other hand preached the 
absolute sovereignty of God and ®n the other, he gave to man 
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his due place* He says that God has provided every soul with 
potentialities according to capacity. It is the duty of each 
man to put into shape these potentialities within their 
restricted field. Until and unless a man actualises those 
potentialities, he is not able to receive the grace of God. 
Nizamuddin says; there are many keys to unlock the grace of 
God but no one is definite of the key by which the grace of 
God may be won. So it is clear in the system of Shaikh 
Nizamuddin Auliya, that he advocated the sovereignty of God, 
on the one hand and the freedom of human beings on the other. 
Both man's power and freedom is limited, but he is free in 
his action and in actualisation of his potentialities. 
Thus, we find that the views of Shaikh Nizamuddin 
regarding the •freedom of will* are in harmony with the 
12 
spirit of the Quran. 
Love of God :*. 
Love of God is the core of Sufism. And Sufis are 
unanimous that the highest end of man, in this mortal world, 
is the love of God, which is called as the summum Bonum of 
life. Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya says that the creation has 
been made only for the love of God, He discusses, in great 
detail, the love of God, the higher aspect of love, such as 
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Sahr (pa t ience) , Rida (Submission to God) and TawaJfckul 
(Trust i n God), He also explains lahaq, the firmness in the 
13 
love . 
Every sufi prescribes the path of sincerity and 
mortification for the love of God, They say that the love 
of God and love of things other than God cannot go side by 
side. Therefore, they emphasise the self-purification through 
MuQahida (penitence), Muraqaba (absorption in God) and Fana 
(self-annihilation). Shaikh Nizamuddin says; "It is only love 
with the help of which one can reach God, Without love man'8 
prayers and supplications are not accepted by God", He 
further says; "Love of God is possible only through rapture 
of God which is based on mortification. Mortification leads 
to the stage of inspiration (Kashf) and inspiration begets 
U 
Gnosis (Marifat)", 
Every Sufi believes in the vision of God, They say 
that for the dwellers of heaven the highest bliss is the 
vision of God. But vision of God, in the opinion of Shaikh 
Nizamuddin, cannot be proved on the intellectual basis. 
The Sufis laid an exclusive emphasis on moral values. 
They preafth their devoties to adorn themselves with the 
virtues of God such as sincerity, love,tolerance, fellow-
feeling, mercy, justice etc. Shaikh Nizamuddin says that the 
characteristics such as purification of heart, fear and love 
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of God, absorption in the remembrance of God, charity like 
the charity of the river; kindness, like the kindness of the 
son; and humility; like the humility of the earth are indis-
15 
pensable for the Sufis. These are the moral virtues. 
There is an exclusive emphasis on the sacred relation 
of Pir (director) and Murid (disciple) in Sufism. Every order 
(Sulsilah) of Sufism is based on initiation (Bait), A Murid 
has to be very cautious in the selection of a Pir. But once 
a Pir is selected, it becomes obligatory on the part of the 
Murid to obey him. Without the guidance of Pir, it is very 
difficult to traverse the thomy path of Sufism. 
Among the believers of God, the seekers of God have 
been assigned the highest place. Shaikh Hamiduddin says that 
the seekers of God attain the secrets of *neamess* and the 
splendour of the vision of God because these people raise 
themselves above the inspiration and lose themselves in God. 
Grace of God plays an important tole in Sufism. 
Service to humanity was taken as a part of mystic 
discipline. In his letter addressed to Malik Khizr, Shaikh 
Sharfuddin Yahya Munairi writes; "In this dark world it is 
incumbent to serve the needy by the pen, tongue, wealth and 
position. Prayers, fasting and voluntary wefship are good as 
far as they go, but they are not as useful as making others 
16 
happy". 
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The saints of Chishti, Sahrawardy, and Pirdousi 
orders invested their lives in serving humanity at large, 
II, The place of knowledge in Jaisi's ethics »-
Knowledge plays a significant fole in Jaisi*s ethics 
in his writing named * Akharawat'. He expressed the views 
regarding knowledge, discipline and means and end, without 
usi'ng any metaphor and allegory. Although there is no syste-
matic presentation of the role of knowledge in ethics by 
Jaisi but an effort has been made to collect the scattered 
points spread over the entire Akharawat and to present it 
in a systematic way. 
All human efforts are directed towards some end. The 
process by which an end can be attained is called discipline. 
Manifold means or methods are taken to be practicised by 
manifold beliefs in order to achieve the cherished end of 
life beyond which nothing can be desired. This cherished end 
of man*s life, is the love of God which is called as the 
Summum Bonum of human life, in the ethical system of Jaisi 
17 
which is the core ©f Sufism, for which a man has been created. 
The means to achieve the end can be categorised into 
three groups: the discipline of action, the discipline of 
knowledge and the discipline of love. Though they are sammarily 
divided into three kindness but they are inter-dependent to 
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each other; for iastsnce, Shariat and Tarqat mainly empha-
sised the discipline of action, hat Marifat and Haqiqat are 
based on the discipline of knowledge and love. 
In the opinion of Al-G-hazali» knowledge has two 
aspects, formal and existential. Ponaal is the knowledge of 
form in which the various objects of the experience and 
intuition are apprehended. Existential knowledge is the 
knowledge of the objects and events attained through expe«-
rience and intuition. Existential knowledge again is of two 
kinds, viss,, phenomenal and spiritual. The former is the 
knowledge of the material world while the latter is of 
spiritual realities, e.g. God, soul etc. knowledge of the 
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spiritual realities is the highest foirm of knowledge. 
Like al-Ghazali Jaisi also says that knowledge serves 
in two ways *- as a means to achieve the end and as well as 
an end. Discipline of knowledge is essential for the perfec-
tion of the soul to attain the end by mortification; which 
leads to a seeker from finite to infinite. 
In the ethical system of Jaisi, knowledge of the 
phenomenal world is the first step to attain the knowledge 
of self which begets the love of God which is conditioned 
by the knowledge of God. This knowledge leads to a man from 
imperfection to the perfection from mortal to immortal. The 
perfection of knowledge makes a man perfect. In the system 
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of Jaisi, this phenomenal world is not regarded as unreal 
but he admits this world as changeable and mortal. That is 
why the knowledge of this world may be essential for the 
knowledge of God, He expressed this view in Padamavat in 
the following : 
" ^ 3^PT ^ n ^ T3ft v3iTt?r p{ 3fT2fr • * 1 9 
(Jais i says that there i s no r e l i a b i l i t y and stabi-
l i t y of tfiis world because the ejiistence converts i t s e l f 
into non-existence. Nothing i s permanent. The existence of 
a l l the things and pleasures are short lived; therefore, 
nothing i s beneficial to have and enjoy i t ) , J a i s i again 
says { 
^ w^ % H ^ ^ ^o t ^ pi^ t^t^ 11 20 
(Jaisi regards that man's pleasure is ceased with 
his birth, so again he is searching after this pleasure. 
He sometimes seek it in one thing and the other time in the 
other worldly things, but he is not able to find out the 
pleasure in the worldly objects. While there is no pleasure 
in these objects so how can he attain in them. But a seeker 
of God seeks the pleasure in the knowledge of God which is 
the highest kind of the pleasure. Jaisi asserts to attain 
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this type of knowledge which gives the pleasure of highest 
type, that is the spiritual pleasare, Jaisi says in Akharawat 
in the following lines : 
• * -SJlH TW% t^ BR>iiUI I =^1=f ^ ^ ^ttt ^mn II 2 1 
cm 
^ mX ^^ P^Tff;p3f«T^  ^  ^)s ^W^ 11 22 
(Jaisi emphasised to acquire the knowledge of self, 
which leads to the knowledge of the creator (God) who has 
created the man. This knowledge is the means to the knowledge 
of G;od and it is also serving as the end because knowledge 
of God is the essential condition for the love of God. Jaisi 
says in the above poetic lines that a man should acquire 
the knowledge of his self and God), 
The acquisition of the knowledge of God and love of 
God cannot be attained easily by going through the books or 
otherwise, therefore, Jaisi emphasised on the mortification 
which is essential to the pleasure and knowledge, A seeker 
reaches the stage of divinity, by surrendering one's self 
to God, Jaisi expressed this in the following lines t 
' * m^T^ f^T ^ ^m qrwsi grT crft n^^ T ^ CPT 11 
^ ^mf^ m^ ^ t ^ WTf% ^!^m 11 23 
(Jaisi says that God is onmipresent but no one is 
able to seek him anywhere unless he knows his self). In 
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Padaaavat omnipresence of God is expressed in the followingt 
'' T n r TgijcT ^ ^nr^ t^ q^rnfr 11 24 
Here at t h i s stage i t would be advisable to point 
out tha t the suaffium Bonum for J a i s i i s to a t t a i n God, He 
expressed t h i s view in h i s Akharawat in the following l i nes t 
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•' ^ jff h ^ s m m' ^Fw\ I cT GfFjfi ^ t o T^^  ^ i^=r[ 11 
(One who has sought out in his own self, he knows 
every thing as well as God), 
The same spirit is expressed in the famous tradition 
of Prophet and the classical tenet of Sufism; "Man Arafa 
Nafsahu Faqad Arafa Rabbahu." (One who cognises his own 
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self, certainly cognises God, 
Very few persons are able toe cognise their selves. 
Cognition of the self is conditioned by self knowledge which 
can be acquired by mortification, which is beyond to reach 
the common people. Only some gifted souls can do this, yet 
they cannot be able to attain it by their own efforts but 
only with the grace of God, Jaisi says that we are the people 
like a fish who always remains in the water but it never 
sees the water in which it lives which is its life. On the 
same way God is our life but we are not able to see Him, 
Jaisi expressed this view in Padamavat in the following s 
" "Sft^T 4lH 3^ra ^ H^ t i M i ^ ^^Tt^  ^m 1 ^ ^ ^ vsngr 11 27 
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According to the Islamic belief, the object of man's 
creation is the acquisition of the knowledge of God. Man's 
love for God is the supreme end in this world which is the 
direct consequence of the knowledge of God, It can be achie-
ved through the purification of the heart, which breeds 
love of God, 
Jaisi holds the views that the man is the supreme 
in the entire creation of God, He is bestowed with the senses 
and reason unlike the animals, as a gems. But man being in 
the clutch of his Nafs never realizes the importance of these 
gifts to him, on the other hand he misuse these senses like 
animal. He again says that man utilizes his .senses otherwise 
to its purpose owing to be in the clutch of his Nafs. Jaisi 
expresses this view in Padaaavat in the following : 
Ti^ iT^ ?i^ '3rwr ^ f^ m t f ^ ^  M '' ^^ 
(Due to the excessive attachment with the world man 
remains in the clutch of his Nafs and seek pleasure in the 
worldly things especially in wealth and never think of his 
ultimate goal, undergo in immense troubles, Jaisi says that 
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it is Tery difficult to overcome these Nafs, When a man 
becomes an old his lafs remains still young, which never 
becomes weak with the human body* Jaisi very excellently 
expresses this view in Padamavat in the following : 
Jaisi gives advice to the seeker of truth, tc|be 
alerted towards the Rafs, because it is like the snake 
always to be dangerous. He says in the following lines t 
(Jaisi says to the seeker of the truth that one should 
control his Nafs by the goad of reason)* 
The bodily pleasure is the enemy of the spiritual 
life. Jaisi says that our body can lie compaj?ed to this 
universe, in which botin heavens and earth are hidden. In 
the body our brain is like Mecca and the heart is like 
Madina, Bars, eyes, nostrils and mouth are like as four 
faithful servants, which can also be recognised as four angels 
e.g., Jibrall, Izrail, Israfeel and Meekail, and like four 
Murshids as Hadrat Murtaza Ali, Khwaja Hasan Basari, Khwaja 
Habib Azami and Abdul Wahid Bin Zaid Kufi) or four books 
(Torait, Zubure, Injeel and Furwan or the Quran). 
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Jaisi agidm compare this human body with the earth, 
in which our mind is like sky and the essence of God in 
man is like fragrance of flowers, Jaisi says in Akharawatt 
• 'yfH cFT m tTTc?r ^ ^ ^ 6fq?m i 
q r q ^ ^ ^ TTFTH, ^ cp qw* m ^ 11 • • ^ ^ 
Jaisi explains the meaning of the term Adam which 
is the composition of three letters; Alif, Dal and Meem. 
•Alif means Allah, *Dal' means both the worlds and 'Meem* 
means Muhammad, for whom love the creation has been created. 
The text runs in the following way s 
Jaisi also emphasised on the Gnosis (Marifat) to 
cognise the self. He opines, Gnosis is attained by the 
purification of the heart from all human infirmities, A 
mystic perceives the grandeur, magnificence and the beauty 
of God in his own heart, The perfection of the Gnosis is 
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based on the purification of the heart. 
The same spirit is expressed by Jaisi in his 
Akharawat in the following lines t 
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(The heart of the individual is just like a mirror 
which can be purified through the mortification and Gnosis 
can be attained to cognise the attributes of God by a 
mystic), 
III, The means to achieve the end j-
Almost all the Indian Sufis laid the great emphasis 
on Gnosis (Marifat) to cognise God, They were of the opinion 
that the intellect is helpless in cognising God, The Gnosis 
is possible only through self-knowledge, For the acquisition 
of the knowledge of God they prescribe the path of sincerity 
and mortification. For the love of God, which is the supreme 
end of man in this world, they say that the love of God and 
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the love of things other than God cannot go side by side. 
Therefore, Sufis emphasised on the self-purification 
through Mujahida (penitence), Muraqaba (absorption in God), 
dhlkr (remembrance of God) and Fana (self-annihilation). 
Like other Sufis Jaisi also emphasises on these means in 
order to achieve the end that is love of God in this mortal 
world. 
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Muraqaba (absorption in God) is one of the well-
known method for the purification of one's heart; which has 
been prescribed by Sufis* Jaisi also emphasised on this method 
to purify one's own self which breeds the love of God, 
Muraqaba is an essential aspect of discipline in the ethical 
system of Jaisi. He opines that Muraqaba is a deyice to 
purify the heart of seeker from human infirmities. He expre-
ssed this Tiew in Akharawat as following : 
This Muraqaba serves two fold purposes. First it 
is a method to purify the heart. Secondly, a seeker can 
perceive the attributes of God in his own heart, in which 
reality is reflected. It is possible only when one reforms 
his inner self. There must be unanimity between his outer 
and inner self which is expressed by Jaisi in his Akharawat 
in the following lines : 
The manifested form of God in the outer world is 
not easily apprehensible, A seeker is not able to cognise 
eternal grandeur of God. Therefore, Jaisi adviced to cognise 
him (God) in his own self. He sayss 
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^ ^ W f ^^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ 11 
. .41 
(In the above verses of Akharawat Jaisi points out 
the revelation and method of Muraqaba in order to realize 
the truth. After attainment of Muraqaba a seeker feels 
nearness to God and all the mysteries of the attributes of 
God are revealed to him.) 
This pleasure and stage of muraqaba is inexplicable. 
This is a valuable achievement of realization which gives the 
highest type of the pleasure in this world, Jaisi expressed 
this view in Akharawat« in the following passage t 
, , ^ ^ T^ t ^T^^v^v q ^ i ^n ^ TQ t^rvmr tt^ w w 
^m m -m\ i^PTcT f^^Tfi I "sihf q r T^T ^^ "q qrftc^ iT 11 
(One who praeticises this muraqaba becomes aloof 
from the indulgence in sensual pleasures. He takes meal only 
for maintaining his life, to seek nearness to God,) (Nearness 
does not mean nearness in time and space but in the attri-
butes or virtues of God,) 
Dhikr (Rememberance of God) :- dhikr is one of the 
most important means to achieve the end by repeating the 
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God's name through its practice. The discipline of the 
seeker is dhikr, which ordinarily means rememberance of God 
and repeating his name but which includes all the devotional 
practices which induce ecstasy and trance. There are two 
kinds of dhikr. First, dhikr-i-Jali or reciting loudly the 
names of God and second, is dhikr-i-Khafi or reciting silent-
ly. They are very similar to the meditation and the breathing 
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excercise (Pranayama) of the Indian Yoga, 
Dhikr-i-Khafi (reciting silently), is also termed as 
(gupta Jap) (Hidden reciting), by Jaisi. He expressed this 
spirit in his Akharawat in the following lines : 
' • f^ gif wri wrf i IR FQ^  ^^ mr -ft mf 11 
(In the above lines Jaisi expressed the importance 
of the dhikr-i-Khafi; for a short duration is sufficient 
rather than a life long reciting). 
There are numberless of the kinds of the dhikr-i-
Khafi, among which three types of dhikr are principal, e,g,, 
Sultanul Azkar, Habs-i-Dam, and Pase-i-Anafas, Jaisi elabo-
rately treated with these three kinds of dhikr in his 
A3charawat in the following ways j--
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Sultanul Azkar :- In this practice of dhikr a seeker recites 
the God's name silently in order to awake his latayaf^coiled 
up nerve centre), which is expressed by Jaisi in the following 
line of Akharawat : 
Habs-i-Dam :- In this method of dhikr a seeker controls 
his breathing and concentrate on the heart and recites the 
word (La illaha Illallah) again and again, This process of 
reciting God's name is also expressed by Jaisi in his 
Akharawat in the following lines } 
eft ftRT giT ^ \ ^ Ttft ^  ;?q- I 
' ft 
In this process of dhikr a seeker draws his breathes 
upward in order to seek the Jyoti (light). Here light means 
the divine light (Husn-i-Basirat), 
Pase-i-Anafas :- This kind of dhikr is elaborately treated 
by Jaisi and mentions its name in his Akharawat. He very much 
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emphasises on this Pase-i-Anafas in the following lines j-
In this kind of dhikr a seeker keeping the concep-
tion of God in his mind and has an idea of His place on the 
left side of the chest, where the word 'Allah' is supposed 
to be written in the bright letters of Arabic, he inhales, 
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reciting 'Allah* and exhales reciting 'Huwa'» 
This process of dhikr makes the heart of a seeker 
purified, Jgdsi says divine light is like the fire in the 
wood, ^smiling of lotus in the p<md, which leads the purifi-
cation of the heart of a seeker, who ultimately perceives 
the grandeur of God in his own heart, Jaisi expressed this 
view in Akharawat in the following lines :-
^ ^^ ^TCR % f^ T <3nq" i|§* «3TTqr I 
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(This practice of dhikr removes all the human 
infirmities from the heart of a seeker and he seeks intimacy 
to God and practically unite with reality where the idea of 
right and wrong is banished and he always closely associa-
ted with his end (the love of 6od)» 
Pana (self-annihilation) t-
IsxiB. is a most important means to attain the end. 
The mystic who sets out upon the path of union (wasl), with 
God absorbs himself in the remembrance and Pana always needs 
a spiritual guide, for if a man has no teacher, his imam 
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is satan," 
In other to attain the reality of the Gnosis a man 
annihilates him self under the command of God and subsist 
in the expansion of God without his self, then he becomes 
dead to be alive and alive to be dead, and veiled to be 
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revealing and revealing to be veiled. 
Jaisi expressed this Spirit of annihilation in 
Akharawat in the following lines t 
• '^ flB^  h^ ^ EfTPT ^ ferni ^cf^ STR m-im -mill I 
iTR ^"^ tsTT fr ^HTI tt9 q ^ ^ m' h*m 11 
^ Tern f m m r ^ ^ i I ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ?nfir'52 
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(The act of ""igOMipiilation is too difficult to achieve, 
it can be realized by rarely gifted persons. But one who rea-
lized the fact of this annihilation exemplify his self like 
a moth who runs against the candle to be dead in the light 
of a candle. To elaborate the spirit of annihilation, Jaisi 
puts the other example of a bee who catches an insect and 
keeps it in the fissure of a wall and goes outside in search 
of food. Between the bee's departure and return, the poor 
insect is practically lost in the thought of the bee. It 
expects the bee to come and peck at it every moment. As a 
result of this expectant concentration generated through 
fear a wonderful transformation takes place a moment comes 
when in the crowling insect the insect itself transforms 
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into a flying bee leaves the wall and flies in the open air. 
The thorny path of the practice of annihilation is 
very difficult to traverse. One can achieve the end only by 
making himself like a subtle entity because path way is as 
subtle as an eye of needle and tedious to reach it like the 
climbing of a mountain. Though it seems to easy to attain 
but practically it is very difficult, and can be fully 
realized by a mystic who sets out on the path of reality, 
Jaisi says this in Akharawat in the following lines j 
"^ wf'5 ^ 3FnT c;f ^ IVr I ff?T 3rr^ ^?T n t ^ ^r^^i i 
TfTf^ fE^W^ ^ t ff? ^ r f I 3ffrT ^ TT^ ?T^  i r f I I 
13 
We hare the same example of Fana i n J a i s i ' s Padamavat 
in the following way : 
55 
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(One who dies before his death becomes divine and 
overcomes the death, and he never dies by death), 
Jaisi says that one who annihilates, transforms his 
self into immortality. He expressed this idea in the following: 
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The means which have been discussed above, pointed 
out by Jaisi is not any new means. These means have already 
been discussed by the Sufis in different Sufi orders. Some 
prefer the dhikr-i-Jali but some others laid emphasis on the 
dhikr-i-Khafi, 
IV, Ethical End j-
Love of Grod is the core of Sufism, Jaisi makes it the 
supreme end of man, in this mortal world, "No one is truly 
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faithful till God is dearer to him than all else". 
Knowledge of God is related to love of God. Love is 
a natural inclination towards objects that give pleasure. And 
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the love of God i» conditioned with the knowledge of God, 
Real knowledge of God is the source of love of God, The 
higher aspects of love are Sabr (patience), Rida (submission 
to God) and Tawakkal (Trust in God), 
Sabr (Patience) :- In the opinion of Jaisi the discipline 
of Sabr and contentment are essential for a seeker of truth. 
One who has not attained the stage of Sabr, remains unplea-
sant and complains against happenings by the will of God, 
cannot attain the love of God, because the lover of God 
always provides peace in his mind and he is never desirous 
ot worldly pleasures. He always seek the pleasure in obeying 
the command of God, Jaisi says that in the thorny path of 
the discipline of love, a seeker faces the unimaginable 
troubles, loses his patience and truth; but those courage-
ous seekers donot becomo perturbed by these obstacles lead 
his life on the edge of a sword, and ultimately attain 
divinity with the association of the Sabr (patience). They 
are able to remove the darkness of their path. Por them 
troubles vanish and they are able to search the light of 
knowledge by which they attain the end, 
Eida (Submission to God) :- Rida is a state of love in 
which a lover of God, does not feel any pain or trouble 
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sustained by hia, on the other hand, he bears all these suffe-
rings cheerfully by thinking that this is the command of his 
beloved (God), When a lover of God bears complete reliance 
on God he surrenders every thing to Him, He even becomes 
detached from his life. There is a famous traditions, "The 
love of God and the love of things other than God cannot go 
side by side", Jaisi sketched the picture of the submission 
to God in his Padamavat, expressing by the king Ratan-Sena 
in the following. He says; "I am the beggar of Padamavati, 
I am not seeing any sea or the river Ganga, I have submitted 
all my belongings to Padamavati (GOD), I have no fear of 
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flowing in the river on this path or of killing by any body. 
According to Al-Ghazali Rida means, "Ever to remain 
resigned in the will of God (Rida), is a state that emerges 
from the love of God, also from the virtues of the soul which 
is achieved when it approaches nearest to Allah; and the 
seeming contradictions and doubts involved in these workings 
cannot be completely resolved till one becomes gifted with 
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the knowledge of God", 
We find a great similarity between the views of 
Jaisi and Ghazali regarding the spirit of this Rida, in which 
Eatan-Sena (Lover of Padamavati) being punished of crucifi-
cation, he uttered these words like a true lover of God, He 
says; "Every breath of mine is remembering her (Padamavati 
or God) to whom I submitted. Every drop of the blood in my 
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body is also reeitiag her name. Every hair of my body is 
tied with her. Every bone of my body is reciting the sound 
of her and every vein of my body is reciting her name, I 
become simply a skelyton of bones, Padamavati entered in 
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my body assuming a form of mine", 
A lover of God says in the form of Ratan-Sena as 
a true seeker in Padamavat, that until and unless I could 
not realize her will, there were numerious veils in between 
us, but when now after realizing her command, I completely 
submitted to her. Now the life and death depend on her Eida, 
whether she gives me crucification or any other trouble, 
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I have completely surrender my will to her Rida, 
Tawakkttl (Trus t on God) : - Tawakkul i s t h e h i g h e s t s t age 
of l o v e . I t i s the a b s o l u t e dependence on God, A l o v e r having 
reached t h i s s t a g e , does not r e l y on any t h i n g except God, 
No f a i t h i n God would be completed wi thout Tawakkul, 
According to Jaisi no complete love of God and 
nearness to Him can be experienced by a lover without reaching 
this stage. Therefore, Jaisi expressed in his Padamavat this 
view in the following lines : 
"Vr PTPT f\f& irrm ^di\mi^ ^-f^ ^tq- i 
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(The eyes of the lover of God (Ratan-Sena) are fixed 
on his beloved (Padaaavati) like a chatak bird in the forest 
and as a shell in the sea* He had a trust on &od. 
Having seen the complete reliance of a lover (Ratan-
Sena) Parawati being fully satisfied after a careful exami-
nation of his trust, she said Mahadeva; "Tie is definitely 
devoted to attain his beloved (Padamavati)• Love and perfume 
cannot be hidden by concealing. He bears in his heart the 
spark of her love. He is only her lover and desirious to 
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none". 
In the ethical system of Jaisi, the love of God 
reached its highest stage in the case of Ratan-Sena's love 
to Padamavati, when he was ready to be crucified and was 
said to ava i l whatever h0 d e s i r e s . But Ratan-Sena as a t rue 
lover in the complete reliance on Padamavati says; "Every 
breath of mine is remembering her, I become united with her. 
there is no thought in my heart except of her. Every drop 
of my blood is filled with her and I have complete reliance 
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on her". 
There are several problems' involved in Rida, for 
example, the possibility of Rida in the most acute or prolon-
ged suffering. There are innumerable eases of men and women 
who have suffered death and the most severe tortures and 
pains cheerfully because they were convinced that it is the 
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vd.ll and pleasure of their beloved. There are grades of 
cheerful submission to the will of (Jod, First is the hope 
of reward in the next world. In the ethical system of Jaisi, 
we have this example in the case of Eatan-Sena as a true 
lover of God (in Padamavati*s form) suffered death for the 
love of his beloved cheerfully, 
V. Virtues t-
The discussion of the virtues brings us to the prac-
tical aspect of Jaisi* s etliics. The virtuous life is charac-
terised by the supremacy of the rational soul. One who has 
completely surrendered his will to the will of God and acts 
according to His will to please Him in order to achieve the 
nearness to Him, can be called a virtuous man. 
Virtues are of two kinds t (1) Those which are means, 
e,g, repentance, patience, fear, piety, meditation, sincerity, 
truthfulness and (2) Those which are both means and ends; e.g. 
Trust on God (Tawakkul) and thankful praise (Shukr) to God, 
In order to seek the truth and love of God, Jaisi 
emphasised on moral values. He prescribes the seeker of truth 
to adorn himself with the virtues of God, such as truth, 
sincerity, love, mercy and Justice etc. etc. 
Jaisi says that the path of sincerity and mortifica-
tion for the love of God, is an essential step to seek the 
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end of life. The virtue of sin^ jerity plays a very important 
role in the ethioal system of Jaisi. Therefore, he firstly 
asserts on cleansing body and heart in order to cultivate 
outer and inner virtues and to eradicate outer and inner 
vices of the body. 
He imparts some instructions to avoid the sumptions 
food and diets in his Akharawat in the following passage : 
" 5T§ | ^-s jCtr 3T5cf1- 5fl*j I g^ Jitsf^ gr?| wrr^ 11 
ff^  ^ qyTRR Tvrft I w1% mjf^ ttmr IT ft 11 
$TT ^ ?Te ?1i I ^RE tTTR "ftTfT ifTf^ I 
mr<fti ^ 3i%r 55? I rrrfr ?% ?Tr n t f t 11 
(Jaisi says that one vfeo wants to attain the virtues, should 
not take the delicious food which ea^ eites his Nafs, Fe 
prescribes not to take milk, butter, meat and fish, but take 
a noEjECat diet, like fruits etc., which would be helpful in 
controlling his lust, anger, pride and greed. And this would 
cultivate good ideas and contemplation. Comtemplation is 
necessary to realize the truth and love of God.) 
The same control of diet and fasting have been pres-
by Al-Ghazali where he says that fasting brings modesty and 
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concentration which strengthen the mind and soul resulting 
in spiritual pleasure. 
Love is the most important virtue of human life in 
this world. This world has been made by God for the love of 
Prophet Mohammad. An.d this love is also an end of human life. 
It is very difficult to define love. Jaisi says that the game 
of love is very difficult to play; but those who realize 
this love, certainly achieve his suramum Bonum. Fe says that 
one has reached this path of love, never sustains loss. 
Jaisi asserts, 
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JTT ^ 3rTf7 srV Git ^ I pmrr ^ ^ Sfl^RTr I'Vt 11" 
(Jaisi says that whose heart is full of love, the fire becomes 
cool for him like sandal. And a seeker of truth burns himself 
in the fire of love to attain divinity. Therefore, Jaisi says 
in his Padamavat, 
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"GfTcrr ^ H trrftr anrrn i f ^ - t e orr i^m wf^m^ 11 ,, 
" ^ 5^ fi% n t t SRT 3 r W I s^ iH^ m 1 srir OfqdV*Ti i , , 
w ^ ^ w 
(Jaisi says that one should win both the worlds with the love« 
The love of God leads to the vision of God in the world here-
after). 
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Jaisi further says, 
"One who suffers troubles for the love of God in 
this world, certainly faces the vision of God in the next, 
which is possible only with the acquisition of knowledge 
and love of God," 
In the ethical system of Jaisi, righteousness is the 
virtue of Justice, A seeker should be virtuous in order to 
be Justice with his own self as well as in relation to others 
and God, Righteousness is very essential in order to attain 
the perfection, Jaisi writes in his Padamavat that if the 
heart of a seeker if full of love of God, certainly attain 
divinity and with the help of truth a mystic would be able 
to have truth. The truthfulness is like the wings by which 
a seeker attains his destination. One who leads his life in 
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a truthful way, certainly attains his goal." 
Service to humanity was taken as a part of mystic 
discipline. Like other, Indian sufis, Jaisi also emphasised 
the service to God as well to humanity. Service to humanity 
is ultimately the service of God, Jaisi asserts his views 
for this service which is expressed by the mouth of Nagmati, 
a Queen of Ratan-Sena, in the following : 
(A little insincerity in the service results in 
immense trouble in the life of a mystic which causes a 
disgrace from God, But if a seeker of truth is not constantly 
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helped by God in the form of grace, the seeker's love and 
service is of no use. A seeker should remain very cautious 
from pride. One who has the fear (Khauf) of God and never 
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neglects sincerity and service, is quite dearer to God), 
Through the clash between both his queens Ratan-Sena 
preaches them to have both fear and hope in the following 
lines of Padamavat s 
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?Rr qj^ I W f 5^ f , 311" m ^ a^ JT^T I I ,, 
(Jaisi is of the opinion that for the mystic disci-
pline both fear (of God) and hope (from God) are necessary. 
One should obey the command of God, otherwise he would be 
punished by God, The Quran is full of such punishment though 
in a symbolic form, on the other hand, one must be hopeful 
of God's grace and mercy beoause without his grace and mercy 
one cannot traverse this thorny path of moral and mystic 
discipline,) 
VI, Vices :-
Vices are unethical forms of the natural propensi-
ties of man. Propensities become harmful when they engender 
4'i 
love for the world at the cost of spiritual development. The 
love of this world is the root of all vices. In order to 
attain perfection, these propensities must ©hey the dictates 
of reason. Yices, then, are the mis-usa of human propensities 
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which become curtains between man and his goal. 
Vices are of various kinds t (l) Those which are gross in 
nature and are connected with the physical body, e.g. stomach, 
sex, tongue; (2) Those which are gross but not connected with 
the body, e.g. anger, malice, envy; (3) Those which are 
distinctly human and are practicised by man deliberately, 
e.g. pride, vanity, love of wealth and love of position 
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hypocrisy, wilful deception, etc. 
Following are the main vices, which can be summed up, 
in the ethical system of Jaisi : 
(1) Pride, vanity and love of wealth :*- Anger, malice and 
envy are aroused when man is not in posiession of the object 
of his desire. Pride and vanity, on the other hand, occurs 
when he has secured such objects. Pride is a feeling of 
superiority over others, vanity is admiration of the self. 
Pride is the habit of the self and is also a action 
resulting from this habit. By considering oneself superior 
to others, one feels gratified, even learned men, worshippers 
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and derotees are seldom free from it. In the opinion of Jaisi, 
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it is greatest yiee. 
The purpose of Jaisi, in writing the Padamarat, is 
to keep oneself aware of the vices. He expressed the pride 
in the following lines t 
' S f i f 5gfT JTrTT WJ ^ I I , , 
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(In the opinien of Jaisi, pride is the greatest enemy in the 
virtuous life, Man feel superiority remaining in the clutch 
of pride. This superiority over others begets a kind of 
madness, so that one feels himself without equal to any one. 
Though the off shoots of the pride are many but Jaisi mainly 
emphasises on the pride of wealth and health etc.). 
Love of wealth generates the pride and greed, which 
caused the man^s untruthfulness and become miser by which he 
becomes greedy and commits sin. Therefore, Jaisi warns against 
the wealth in the following passage of Padaaavat : 
5 f f T ? m T ^ g ^ : i T f i 5m5T?%?rm grf^  «rrt ii 
^^ET PflTT nwf qrFT ?mrit i ?rm t iit-arR ^ mrft ii 
1 / <^  
(According to Jaisi wealth is the source of both the 
pleasure and pain as the fire is the source of both the gain 
and loss. Just enough wealth is a source of pleasure because 
a man satisfies his basic needs through it and does not 
become a needy person or a beggar, but the excess of wealth 
is often a source of pain because it begets arrogance and 
pride which are the root of evils.) 
(2) Vices connected with the physical organs of body, e.g. 
stomach, sex, anger and attachment :- The propensity of the 
hunger is of paramount importance to the living organism. 
The self is endowed with it in order to provide it with food. 
It is good as such. But when it exceeds its limits and becomes 
gluttony, it becomes the source of vices, Jaisi expressed 
this idea in his Padamavat in the following lines t 
«i1" H stfT nnrr ^ arnrr i ^ 1^ rfV i r r ^ m % pfmri i 
Ff% "f^ ^T^ ?Tg gf^ p^ft- I 3it 3rr grm rpj ^ ^pft ii*» 
(In the above passage Jaisi says that hunger is the root 
cause of all vices.) 
Lust, anger, greed, pride and attachment are called 
as thieves by Jaisi. He says that these thieves are looting 
the treasure of human body and they are the classical vices 
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in the Indian ethical philosophy. In order to attain perfec-
tion or the goal of life, Jaisi prescribes that one must be 
always cautious of above mentioned theives, 
(3J Miserliness and lack of reasoning :«- Possession of wealth 
utilizing for the benefit of others is a charity. Miserliness 
is a contrary concept to it. A miser neither use his wealth 
for his own sake nor for the benefit of others. Jaisi says 
that charity brings virtues. Wealth spent in charity, removes 
the misfortunes of a giver. But on the other hand, one who 
creates his habit as a miser creates for himself innumerable 
troubles. Jaisi eacpressed this view in the following passage: 
" ^fa\ ^f ^r^ m tf^ i^rr i «flTr ^ n g|?T qt^  ^^ 11 
80 
(One should give charity without any vested interest as soon 
as possible. If it is given for the sake of return or in 
return of a service, it is not a charity as such. If any one 
does not spend wealth in charity, ultimately is ruined.) 
Vli, Freedom of will :-
In dealing with the problem of 'Freedom of will* 
Jaisi, neither favours the Mutazilites nor the Asharites, 
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He has his own views which are based on the Quran and very 
much similspr to those of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya and Rumi. 
Jaisi, on the one hand preached the absolute sove-
reignty of God and on the other hand, he gave to man his due 
place. He says that God has provided every soul with poten-
tialities according to its capacity. These potentialities 
are limited in their natuire, Kow, it is the business of each 
man to actualise these potentialities, Man is free in actua-
lizing these potentialities, Jaisi asserts his views regarding 
human will for how far he is free to do, by giving the exaa^ 
pie of Adam in his Akharawat in the following lines : 
" qrr ^nrrnnr ?rfer M ^ - ^ ^ T I annr^ ^ 3r"R tKr ^ - ^ n i 
81 
(What God wanted, he did. But He put this responsibility on 
others, Adam took the wheat to be unmindful and in consequence 
he came to this world to tepent.) 
Here Jaisi, asserts the absolute sovereignty of God 
on the one hand and limited freedom of man on the other, to 
actualize the inherent potentialities by using reason. Jaisi 
says that once you have lost your paradise therefore, donot 
fear and try to seek the will of God, so that you will have 
not to repent. Text runs in Akharawat as follows » 
" ST grqf TR fT?7rf| g t i i 3rm tn% TfiKrm ^ ? r t 11 
f^RW ^ ^t" ^  ^ ^T€t I W- ffrl ^iftwr^ w 3mi w 
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Vi ^^ fr?g^ "Wq ^-^rr i ?"Rr r m JT^ g^gr ^ - ^ r 11 
fit ffg tnrl% , ^ sit ^ - ^ ^ i ?f 3rt1% ?Fr w J(SI^R qfl-^^r 11 
82 
(Once you. hare lost the paradise by doing wrong, Now do right 
to actualize your inherent potentialities in order to gain 
the farour of God, If you donot perform Good for which God 
has equipped you to do so, you would not be pardon.) 
fhe above quotation from Jaisi's Akharawat clearly 
shows that like other Sufis Jaisi places a great importance 
to the freedom and responsibility of man. He is quite catego-
rical that a man has to perform the good actions according 
to his capacity. He further says that a man has to reap the 
fruits of his actions either good or bad, when he would go 
back to the heavenly abode after his death. Thus Jaisi, decla-
red the moral discipline as the basic need to attain the 
summum Bonum, e,g, the ultimate good. And here Jaisi is quite 
in agreement with the teachings of the Quran and the other 
Sufis of Chishti and Suhrawardi orders in India, 
Thus after the analysis of 'Ethical system of Jaisi, 
we may conclude that Jaisi^s system may be called *Theologica -
15 3 
Bthiea*• His moral system is a means to achieve the end and 
that end is love and vision of God which is rooted in Religion. 
He does not present any independent system of Ethics as we 
find the current western trend. 
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